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Casa Vicens,
Barcelona

THE GUIDE GOT TO KNOW US.
MY SON GOT TO KNOW ABOUT THE QIN DYNASTY.
AND ME? WELL, I GOT TO KNOW MY SON.
Made possible by my Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

W H E R E L U X U R Y I S P E R S O N A L™

Great Wall of China

EXPLORE WITH
THE WORLD’S BEST SHIPS
Prepare for the journey of a lifetime as you cross the Bay of
Bengal to fascinating lands. Discover Phuket’s imaginative
culinary scene, explore the many UNESCO sites of Sri Lanka
and take in Mumbai’s captivating blend of nightlife, hidden
temples and exotic urban energy aboard Crystal Symphony.
Explore the Isles of the Seychelles with unspoiled sugarwhite beaches, lush emerald mountains and exotic wildlife
reserves in crystalline waters aboard Crystal Esprit and enjoy
one of the last untouched lands on earth. With hundreds of
ports in dozens of countries, every great journey begins and
ends with Crystal.

CRYSTAL SIGNATURE HALLMARKS
 Michelin-inspired cuisine
 Open-seating dining
 Nobu’s only sea-going restaurants*
 Spacious staterooms and butler-serviced suites
 Acclaimed service
Complimentary wines, champagnes and spirits
 Free, unlimited Wi-Fi
 Included gratuities
 Award-winning entertainment and enrichment
 Complimentary fitness programs
 Optional spa indulgences
 Complimentary Destinations of Discovery
in every port of call**

BOOK YOUR SELECT CRYSTAL EXPERIENCE®
WITH YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR AND
ENJOY THESE EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS:
 Services of an onboard host
 Welcome aboard reception
C
 hoice of either an exceptional Shore Experience
with a festive dining opportunity, a Custom Credit
to create a unique, personalized shore adventure,
exploration with a Private Car & Driver (where
available), or Shipboard Credit.
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2018 VIRTUOSO
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®

Cruise Line of the Year
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®

Most Luxurious
Guest Experience - Cruise

WINNER

EXPLORE FEATURED 2020 CRYSTAL CRUISES
DATE

NIGHTS

DESTINATION

SHIP

FARES FROM

Feb 2

13

Guam to Hong Kong

Crystal Symphony®

$3,299

Feb 4

14

Papeete to Auckland

Crystal Serenity®

$4,549

Feb 15

8

Hong Kong to Saigon

Crystal Symphony

$2,249

Feb 19

13

Auckland to Sydney

Crystal Serenity

$5,399

Mar 1

15

Singapore to Hong Kong

Crystal Symphony

$4,099

Mar 3

17

Sydney to Singapore

Crystal Serenity

$5,649

Mar 9

7

Saigon to Hong Kong

Crystal Symphony

$1,999

Mar 16

7

Hong Kong to Tokyo

Crystal Symphony

$2,249

EXPLORE THE SEYCHELLES ABOARD CRYSTAL ESPRIT®
DATE

Jan 25 - Mar 21

NIGHTS

7

DESTINATION

SHIP

FARES FROM

Mahé Roundtrip

Crystal Esprit®

$4,499

EXTEND YOUR VOYAGE WITH AN OPTIONAL 2-NIGHT STAY IN DUBAI

BOOK EARLY FOR THE BEST AVAILABLE FARES

FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS
CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR AND
ENJOY EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS.
*Crystal Cruises only. **Crystal Yacht Cruises only. From Travel + Leisure Magazine, August 2018 ©Time Inc. Affluent Media Group. Travel + Leisure® and ‘World’s Best Awards’ are trademarks of Time Inc. Affluent Media Group
and used under license. Travel + Leisure and Time Inc. Affluent Media Group are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Crystal Cruises, LLC. All fares and savings are per person, in U.S. dollars based on
double occupancy. Cruise Fares are cruise only and do not include taxes, fees, and port charges. Your Crystal Savings are subject to availability at time of booking. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply
to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. For complete Cruise Fare and Promotional Information and General
Ticket Terms and Conditions, visit crystalcruises.com. Crystal Cruises, LLC reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and change any and all fares, fees, promotions and programs at any time without notice. Virtuoso Voyages
events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked
into the Virtuoso Voyages Group to be eligible for Voyages amenities. *Additional reservations or visits (including “walk-in” diners) are subject to a $30 per person fee, subject to availability. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies
and shore excursions are subject to change. Pricing and promotions are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2019 Crystal Cruises, LLC. Ships’
registries: The Bahamas.

Hilo

@hbgoodie The best lunch spot
on the island is where you make it.
#LetHawaiiHappen #VisitislandofHawaii

Honoka‘a

To book your adventure, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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MOMENTS THAT MATTER
BECOME LEGENDARY
OPENING FALL 2019

FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
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Where Balinese vistas meet the ever-changing
views from your Seabourn ship.
Intimate ships

Award-winning cuisine

Open bars & fine wines

All suite
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Contact your Vir tuoso travel advisor to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Ultra-Luxur y Resor t at Sea. Book today to take
advantage of Vir tuoso Voyages amenities including a dedicated onboard host, welcome reception and custom shore experience.
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Editor’s Note

Inside Track

M

Y GRANDFATHER WAS A

self-made businessman in
Texas’ early oil-boom days.
An intrepid traveler, he regaled us with tales of his life and
willingly dispensed his hard-earned
wisdom to his offspring, often in the
form of time-tested adages. One of his
favorites was “It’s not what you know,
but who you know.”
As a network of 20,000 travel advisors and nearly 2,000 hotels, cruise
lines, tour operators, and other companies dedicated to taking your trip to
the next level, Virtuoso is built on that
concept of in-the-know connections.
In these pages, we highlight the benefits of insider expertise, by tapping into
people who really understand their destinations, including writers, hoteliers,
advisors, and others who are happy to
share their tips with you.
Virtuoso’s spin on my granddad’s
old saying might be, “It’s not who you

know, but who knows
you.” Your Virtuoso
travel advisor is a specialist in you, and makes
it their business to get to
know you – your travel
companions, your interests, needs, budget, and
travel style. With that
knowledge, they then
leverage Virtuoso’s network of connections around the globe
to ensure your trip is custom-tailored,
every time. Plus, they tap into those
connections to secure you VIP treatment, upgrades, and other perks –
insider access at its best.
Another adage we’re fond of: Life
is short; just go! We hope this issue inspires you to find some insider favorites
of your own.

Aussie pride:
On Melbourne’s
Brighton Beach,
Victorian-era bathing
boxes like this one
dot the shoreline.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com

MELBOURNE MEMORIES: I recently returned from a trip to Australia for Virtuoso Symposium,
an annual meeting that brings together more than 500 travel executives for networking,
thought leadership, and destination immersion. Read about the event on page 24 and
don’t miss our insiders’ guide to the city on page 110. Clockwise from top left, a sampling
of souvenirs: a note card featuring Mr Walker, Park Hyatt Melbourne’s resident canine;
T2 Melbourne Breakfast tea; a Yarra Valley winery map; love-it-or-hate-it Vegemite spread;
a bespoke bottle of Four Pillars gin, custom-distilled for Virtuoso; a Qantas amenity kit
featuring artist Nicole Warne; and a bite-size Tim Tam chocolate biscuit.
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YOU DIDN’T COME ALL THIS
WAY FOR THE BURGERS.

As the Official Cruise Line of the James Beard Foundation, Windstar’s onboard
dining options are tempting and tantalizing, and deliciously capture the ﬂavor of
the local culture, whether it’s lunch al fresco at Veranda, ﬁne dining in Amphora,
or dessert in Candles all with open seating. Carrying less than 350 guests,
Windstar’s ships take you to the heart of old-world cities, pristine tropical
islands, and places few will ever see.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor Today.
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Virtuoso® is the leading international travel agency network specializing in luxury and experiential travel. This by-invitation-only organization comprises more than 1,000 travel agency partners with 20,000 elite travel advisors in 50 countries throughout North America, Latin America, the Caribbean,
Europe, Asia-Paciﬁc, Africa, and the Middle East. Drawing upon its preferred relationships with more than 1,800 of the world’s best hotels and resorts, cruise lines, airlines, tour companies, and premier destinations, the network provides its upscale clientele with exclusive amenities, rare experiences, and
privileged access. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor. All pricing and travel described herein are subject to change and availability, and restrictions may apply. Prices are per person, double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, and do not include taxes or other fees unless stated otherwise.
Publisher assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/3991900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. EDITORIAL: editors@virtuoso.com. ADVERTISING: marketingproduction@virtuoso.com. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION, AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 777 Main Street, Suite 900, Fort Worth, TX 76102;
virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email help@virtuoso.com. California CST #2069091; TA #808 - Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI #601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright © 2019
by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, Virtuoso, the Globe Swirl Logo, Specialists in the Art of Travel, We Orchestrate Dreams, Virtuoso Voyages, Virtuoso Life, Journey to Global Citizenship, Return on Life, and Orchestrate Dreams are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Best of the
Best and Expect the World are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and the applicable marks are registered with numerous national trademark registries around the world.
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Contributors

Writer

Jenny B. Davis
Fort Worth

“The Rhinestone
Files,” page 118
THE REPORT: When
trying to decide
whether to buy a
piece of jewelry, I’ll
often channel Iris
Apfel, the American style icon who
has amassed one of
the greatest costume
jewelry collections
of all time. If I can
picture Iris wearing it,
it’s a must-buy.
INSIDER TIP: Small,
independent museums are among my favorite places to start
a jewelry hunt. Even if
I don’t find the perfect
piece there, I usually
pick up valuable intel that, with a little
Instagram or Google
sleuthing, can lead to
great finds.
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Manager,
digital content

Photographer

Amy Cassell

Tel Aviv

Seattle

Cover and “Where We
Want to Be,” page 96
THE REPORT: On this
assignment I got
familiar with Spain’s
vermut (vermouth)
culture. People don’t
say, “Let’s meet for
a drink,” but “Let’s
do vermut.” I tried
it for the first time
and found it surprisingly sweet. I also
learned that the best
appetizer to have
with them is a Gilda –
an olive-anchovypepper skewer.
INSIDER TIP: Barcelona is filled with art
nouveau buildings
and Gaudí architecture. Combine it with
a day trip to Reus,
where you can visit
the Gaudí Centre and
learn more about his
life and background.

“Into Vienna,” page 68
THE REPORT: My
favorite thing to do in
a new city is find the
neighborhood I could
see myself living in.
In Vienna, that’s definitely the Seventh
District, with its hilly
cobblestone streets,
colorful storefronts
housing indie boutiques, and solid variety of brunch options.
INSIDER TIP: Tian
Restaurant’s vegetarian tasting menu is a
dream for travelers
who prefer to skip the
schnitzel. Bonus: You
can get some of the
same amazing cuisine
à la carte (and without
a reservation) at Tian
Bistro, the restaurant’s
casual outpost.

Sivan Askayo

Photographer

Peter Tarasiuk
Melbourne

“Insiders’ Melbourne,”
page 110
THE REPORT: Eaude-Vie has been a
Melbourne drinks
institution for years,
yet I’d never been
there. Its friendly and
accommodating staff
and their creativity
with cocktails is impressive. It’s a wonderfully unpretentious
cocktail bar.
INSIDER TIP: Take a big
walk or rent a bicycle,
head to the inner
north suburbs, and
drop in to their many
appealing cafés and
bars. My favorite pub
is the Napier Hotel in
Fitzroy: The food is
excellent – a perfect
place to try kangaroo.

Elevating luxury river
cruising to an entirely new level with

NEW SUPER SHIPS
TM

Le Grand Fromage, S.S. Bon Voyage

For 2020, Uniworld is continuing to raise the standards of
luxury river cruising to the most impressive experience on the
rivers. This feat starts with our one-of-a-kind ships, which is

From enhanced dining venues to additional suites to grand
staircases and state-of-the-art amenities, a ship becomes a
Super Ship the moment she redeﬁnes the term “unsurpassed
luxury.” It’s not necessarily about the size, although our ships
do accommodate an average of 130 guests each, it’s about the
opportunities each ship provides to create memories you’ll
remember long after your river cruise is over.

TRULY IMMERSIVE & ALL-INCLUSIVE.

Grande Suite, Mekong Jewel

NEW SUPER SHIPS

S.S. BON VOYAGE
Garonne River &
Dordogne River, France
April 14, 2019

MEKONG JEWEL
Mekong River, Vietnam & Cambodia
Launches January 3, 2020
Inﬁnity Pool, S.S. Bon Voyage

S.S. SPHINX
Nile River, Egypt
Launches January 4, 2020

S.S. SÃO GABRIEL
Douro River, Portugal & Spain
Launches March 26, 2020

S.S. LA VENEZIA
Venice Lagoon, Italy
Launches March 27, 2020
S.S. La Venezia

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise on
the “#1 River Cruise Line” and to receive exclusive Virtuoso
Voyages Amenities.

37 ITINERARIES ACROSS EUROPE, RUSSIA, ASIA, EGYPT & INDIA • 17 WORK-OF-ART RIVER SHIPS • ALL-INCLUSIVE LUXURY

why we’re continuing to add new Super Ships to our ﬂeet.

The Virtuoso Life

Just Back
MOUNT KILIMANJARO
Climbing the (African) summit of a lifetime.
Virtuoso director of marketing technology
Matt Elliott recently joined 19 Virtuoso-affiliated agency owners and hoteliers for a hike
to the top of 19,341-foot Mount Kilimanjaro in
Tanzania. The group booked a six-day trip with
Abercrombie & Kent: five days up and one
day down. On this shorter itinerary, adjusting
to the altitude is a bit more challenging than
on the typical nine-day trek, but everyone in
Elliott’s group reached the summit – in fact,
A&K boasts an overall 97 percent summit success rate. “This trip is all about the memories:
the people helping you get there, the friends
you’re climbing with, the sunrise at the summit,” Elliott says. “It’s a physically, mentally,
and emotionally challenging journey that I
wouldn’t trade for anything.” Here, his tips for
reaching the summit and enjoying every step.

tour operator gives you. I even did some of
my CrossFit workouts in the hiking boots I’d
be wearing. It’s extremely important to have
well-fitting, broken-in boots.

TOP-TIER GUIDES Dismass, our lead guide, and
A&K’s support staff were some of the
hardest-working people I’ve ever met.
They carried our gear (up to 40 pounds per
person), plus their own up the mountain, and
prepared each day’s camp, including tents
with comfortable mattresses and pillows.

ENCOURAGING WORDS If we struggled at times during the hike, the staff would give us friendly
smiles and a Jambo! (hello) or hakuna matata
(no trouble). They made sure we were safe,
healthy, comfortable, and doing everything
right to reach the summit.

NOW’S THE TIME The mountain gets more visitors
every year, and its glaciers have receded
dramatically in the last decade. Go now, while
it’s still a relatively intimate experience.

PRE-TRIP PREP Follow the training guidelines your

MOUNTAIN CUISINE The menu was designed to
keep us healthy and give us energy. But
it was tasty! After a six-hour hike, it was
refreshing to enjoy a hearty soup, stew, or
chicken dish.

TIP
“Plan at least six months out from
your trek in order to train (actually do
hikes) and break in your boots. It’s a
life-changing experience, and the tech
detox is liberating, but be prepared for
rugged hiking and camping.”
– Tania Swasbrook, Virtuoso agency
executive, San Diego

PACKING TIPS I didn’t need all the protein bars
I packed – your appetite might not be what
you think it will. I wished I’d brought some
prosciutto or charcuterie as a little extravagance, like my Italian friends did. Bring
a backup phone battery – cell service is
spotty, but you’ll want it for photos. Layers
are key: I liked having zip-off pant legs.
HYDRATION UPGRADE You’ll drink three to five
liters of water a day. Bring electrolyte tablets and start hydrating with them on the
flight over. They make drinking water a little
more enjoyable and help your body replace
lost minerals.

The group en route to the top and
(above) Elliott at the summit.
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SAGE ADVICE You may not understand why your
guide is asking you to do something (like
deep-breathing exercises and measuring
your blood-oxygen saturation before meals),
but it all pays off when you see the incredible
sunrise at the summit.

MATT ELLIOTT

FRESHENING UP There were a couple of shower
tents, but I didn’t shower. Instead, I used the
wash basins A&K set up at the tents with hot
water for a sponge bath. The weather was
excellent, so it wasn’t uncomfortable.

Sustainable Travel Spotlight
Big Five Tours & Expeditions president Ashish Sanghrajka on overtourism,
giving back, and destinations on the rise.

Tour operator Big Five keeps sustainability
at the heart of all its trips. The company also
operates the Spirit of Big Five Foundation,
established to formalize the responsibletourism concepts Ashish Sanghrajka’s family has supported since his father founded
the company in 1973.

major cities. In northern Sri Lanka – a
country that’s only been living in peace for
less than 15 years – there’s a bit of a lost
generation that went through the civil war.
We work with a development program that
teaches young people applicable skills and
helps them find local travel and tourism jobs.

Tell us about the Spirit of Big Five Foundation. It’s 90 percent funded by fam-

What’s the biggest threat to travel and tourism right now? Overtourism is today’s major

ily endowment. We have two really active
regional projects we support. The first is
the Awamaki nonprofit organization in Peru,
where we’re helping empower women in
Andean communities, teaching them how to
earn money through weaving and then land
contract work with hotels and stores in

issue. Look at things like the defacing of
Angkor Wat or the closing of an entire island
[Boracay] off the coast of the Philippines.
Respecting fair pricing and focusing on
quality over quantity can lead to controlled
tourism numbers, but, most importantly,
local citizens must have a seat at the table.

There has to be a sense of ownership from
all sides, both domestic and foreign.
Which destinations are Big Five travelers
seeking out? Colombia is our fastest-grow-

ing destination; we have our own offices in
Bogotá and Cartagena. Tourism is now the
country’s second-largest export after oil
(and just ahead of coffee). We’ve recently
launched tours in Ethiopia, and we’re watching it very closely – everyone has returned
completely blown away. Our most popular
destinations are South Africa and Peru.

GLOBAL YACHTING
A NEW ERA OF LUXURY IS HERE

110 SUITES
AWARD-WINNING CREW
5-STAR CUISINE
INCLUSIVE FARES

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to receive $200 Virtuoso Spa Credit

Virtuoso Reports

Meet Me in
Melbourne
Travel insiders head down under
to Victoria’s coastal capital.

I

F SYDNEY IS A CITY YOU SEE,

then Melbourne is a city you do.
Or so say proud Melbournians,
who are quick to point out that
the place they call home, situated
on Australia’s southeastern coast,
consistently ranks as one of the most
livable cities in the world. What makes
it so great? Recently, more than 500
executives from travel agencies, hotels,
cruises lines, tour operators, and other
companies got a firsthand glimpse.
The group gathered there for
Virtuoso Symposium, an annual event
of networking, industry updates,
and destination discovery. Between
meetings, attendees ventured out to
get a taste of the city’s coffee culture
and burgeoning dining scene, wander
the vast Royal Botanic Gardens, soak
up the arts and culture (street art is
legal here), check out nearby beach
towns, or take a day trip to Yarra Valley
wineries. From the welcome reception
at the National Gallery of Victoria to
events at host hotels Crown Towers
and Park Hyatt, Melbourne proved to
be a town worth doing right.

Clockwise from top: Melbourne by night; Virtuoso CEO Matthew D. Upchurch and Ruby of Siam
Award winner Stephanie Anevich; a didgeridoo musician at the welcome reception;
entertainment at the farewell dinner; and a koala sighting.
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More on Melbourne: Read “Insiders’
Melbourne” on page 110, a roundup of
locals’ recommendations on where to
go and what to see.

No passport. No problem.

Here in The Florida Keys & Key West, we love making new discoveries.
Fortunately for us, one of our favorite places to explore is right in our
own backyard. With hundreds of miles of warm, clear water, worldclass boating, fishing, diving, snorkeling, kayaking, ecotours, wildlife
and countless other diversions, there really is no place like home.
For reservations, call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
fla-keys.com

Virtuoso Reports

Clockwise from top: Performers take the stage at a lunch event; keynote speaker Fred Dust; Virtuoso’s Michael Londregan and agency executive Anthony
Goldman toast with Four Pillars Bespoke Virtuoso Gin cocktails; Tourism Australia managing director John O’Sullivan, Virtuoso CEO Matthew D. Upchurch,
Australia minister of tourism Martin Pakula, and Visit Victoria CEO Peter Bingeman at a press conference; a millinery moment at a Park Hyatt party;
Park Hyatt’s Champagne dress display; Italian partners Viviana Buscemi and Fulvio De Bonis at the welcome reception; and Virtuoso’s Beth Butzlaff,
agency owner Michael Holtz, Royal Caribbean’s Vicki Freed, and Ponant’s Edie Rodriguez.
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PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

Slovenian serenity:
Lake Bled’s island church
and the Julian Alps.

DOUGLAS PEARSON/ESTOCK PHOTO

Peak Experiences
Lace up the boots, grab a day pack, and head for Slovenia’s just-completed Julian Alps Hiking Trail. The 186-mile loop from Rateče, on the country’s
northwestern border with Italy, explores Triglav National Park and the Julian Alps biosphere reserve through 16 segments – each of which can be comfortably hiked in a day, with food and accommodations at both ends. “If I could hike only one section, it’d be the path that runs from Lake Bled’s northern
shore into Triglav and through Pokljuka Gorge,” says Matej Knific of Virtuoso’s on-site tour operator Luxury Slovenia. “For me, it’s the most picturesque
part of the alps – and most people can do it.” Virtuoso advisors can work with Knific and his team to coordinate private hiking guides and accommodations for the entire trail or select highlights such as Pokljuka Gorge and the Soča Valley, home to some of the country’s most beautiful waterfalls.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Adam Erace, Michael Frank, Elaine Glusac, and Bethanne Patrick

J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 9
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ART & CULTURE

OBJECTS OF DESIRE
Modernist Marcel Duchamp’s art meets its contemporary match in Appearance Stripped Bare: Desire and the Object in the Work of Marcel Duchamp and Jeff Koons, Even. The first show to pair the like-minded artists fills three
floors of Mexico City’s Museo Jumex, drawing parallels between pieces such as Duchamp’s upside-down urinal
Fountain and Koons’ basketball suspended in water, One Ball Total Equilibrium Tank. Included among the more
than 70 works: Duchamp’s entire “readymades” collection of ordinary objects positioned as valuable artworks
and many of Koons’ signature balloon sculptures. Through September 29; fundacionjumex.org.
Clockwise from top left: Marcel Duchamp’s Roue de Bicyclette, a Koons balloon dog,
Your Spiral View by Olafur Eliasson, and Yinka Shonibare’s Wind Sculpture V.

New Orleans Museum of
Art’s new six-acre sculpture
garden expansion introduces
26 large-scale works into City
Park’s distinctive landscape
of live oaks and palmettos. A
canal-spanning glass bridge by
artist Elyn Zimmerman now
links two lawns that feature
installations by Frank Stella,
Frank Gehry, and Beverly
Pepper, as well as an indoor
sculpture pavilion and a grass
amphitheater for outdoor
performances. noma.org.

Bright Idea
Fog, melting glacial ice, and other ephemeral substances, along with a disorienting use of mirrors and strobe lights, make Icelandic-Danish artist Olafur
Eliasson’s works best experienced in person. Olafur Eliasson in Real Life at
London’s Tate Modern offers a rare opportunity to do just that. The artist’s
largest exhibit to date features roughly 40 works, including an entire wall of
Icelandic reindeer moss and Big Bang Fountain, in which blue water bursts
into the air and is visually frozen by strobes. In a fun twist, the Tate is giving
visitors a chance to taste Eliasson’s ideas, turning its Terrace Bar menu over
to the artist’s studio to create a lineup of organic, vegetarian, and locally
sourced dishes. July 11 through January 5, 2020; tate.org.uk.

OUT & ABOUT

ALPINE ASSIST
This summer, cyclists in Courchevel can take advantage of a new road up 7,500-foot Loze Pass.
Open only to bikes and foot traffic, the 3.6-mile tarmac ribbon links Les 3 Vallées resort villages of Courchevel 1850 and Méribel. It’s part of a planned traffic-free, paved road extending to
Val Thorens and is destined to catch the eye of future Tour de France route planners.
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(DUCHAMP) NGC/MARCEL DUCHAMP/ADAGP/SOMAAP/MEXICO, (KOONS) ERIKA EDE/FMGB/
GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM BILBAO, (ELIASSON) JENS ZIEHE/BOROS COLLECTION BERLIN, (SHONIBARE) R. ALOKHIN

Garden
Party

You’ll never forget their childhood,
so take them to a place they’ll never forget.

On Location at Montage Palmetto Bluff

Whether your plans call for a family adventure, a romantic retreat, or an urban escape,
we invite you to experience our collection of extraordinary destinations. From the legendary
shores of Hawaii to the charm of the South Carolina coast, Montage Hotels & Resorts provides
the perfect backdrop to create memories that can be cherished long after you return home.
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
B E V E R LY H I L L S
L AG U N A B E AC H

|
|

D E E R VA L L E Y
LOS CABOS |

|

K A PA L UA B AY
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RUNWAY READY

Style for Miles
Pro packing and shopping tips for the perfect travel wardrobe.

For vacations, Scottsdale Fashion Square
stylist Melanie Sutton
packs minimally – and
for maximum effect.
She likes a light bag,
but her method is also
strategic: “More space in your suitcase for
destination shopping,” she says. Here’s
what you’ll ﬁnd her traveling with this fall.
 My

go-to outﬁt for long journeys is a pair
of technical, stretch-fabric On The Fly
Lululemon pants paired with a black Saint
Laurent blazer. Athleisure is lightweight,
comfortable, and easy to pack, and the blazer
gives you a more polished, put-together look
without the fuss.

 Neiman Marcus has a wonderful selection of

slip dresses and slip skirts, which are back
this season and are easy to transition from day
to night. Pair them with sneakers for sightseeing and throw on boots for the evening.
 Sneakers

are still big for fall; Salvatore
Ferragamo’s fabric, ﬂower-embroidered
pair is a stylish option ($650). Wear your
heaviest pair of shoes on the plane, and
pack two or three other shoe choices – I
always opt for ballet ﬂats or driving mocs
along with low boots.

 Accessories

are key to looking put together on the go – I can’t stress this enough.
Jimmy Choo’s Varenne bowling handbag
($1,495) is this season’s must! The rich

Bordeaux color goes beautifully with black,
navy, and fall hues, and the shoulder strap
adjusts to make it into a cross-body. Belting
coats or blazers deﬁnes style, especially
with something edgy such as NightRider
Jewelry’s bison-leather belt ($265) and
handcrafted solid sterling silver Covenant
buckle ($1,970). The Omega unisex, oversize Dark Side of the Moon Speedmaster
Moonwatch adds a chic, utilitarian look to
a lady’s wrist.
By arrangement with a Virtuoso travel advisor, shoppers receive perks such as gifts with
purchases at select boutiques, concierge
services, and more when shopping at Scottsdale Fashion Square and other USA Luxury
Consortium locations.

PUTTING ON THE HITS: American Airlines’ new partnership with Apple Music grants subscribers free in-flight access to its catalog of 50 million songs, as
well as to their personal libraries and playlists. Nonsubscribers can sign up while in flight and receive instant access as well as a complimentary three-month
trial. The service will soon be available on all of American’s domestic flights on aircraft equipped with Viasat Wi-Fi.
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Experience the extraordinary.

Contact your professional Virtuoso Travel Advisor now for expert advice and great value.

Passport
FOOD & SPIRITS

Coming of Age
Hold on to your handlebar mustache: Vintage, hard-to-ﬁnd liquors with notes
nurtured over decades are the latest craft-cocktail trend.

CHICAGO Rare bottles on acclaimed bartender

LONDON The 1893-vintage American Bar in

Paul McGee’s 18-page menu at Milk Room
include cognacs ranging from 30 to 130 years
old and a Nikka Taketsuru 21-year-old Japanese
whisky. On the cocktail list, the Allies combines
gin and vermouth from the 1970s with carawaybased 1950s kümmel liqueur for a dry blast from
the past. Just two of the microbar’s eight seats
are held for walk-ins; the remaining six are reserved by tickets that sell out weeks in advance
($50 per person, credited to patrons’ tabs).
12 S. Michigan Avenue; lsdatcaa.com.

the Savoy hotel, the oldest surviving cocktail
bar in London, specializes in all things retro,
down to a menu of drinks based on jazz standards. Dip into its cache of collectible boozes
with a White Lady, made with 1950s Gordon’s
gin and 1970s Cointreau, or a splurge-daring
Sazerac, made with 1858 cognac – for £5,000
a pop. The Strand.

WASHINGTON, D.C. Officina – a three-floor gourmet
Italian destination encompassing a restaurant,
market, and rooftop bar in the new riverfront
Wharf development – dedicates its boutique
bar Salotto to aged amaros. Chef and owner
Nicholas Stefanelli’s love letter to herbal liqueurs
features a library collected, for the most part,
during travels to Italy, with bottles such as a
1930s Cocchi Americano, a Montenegro from
the same decade, and green Chartreuse from
the mid-1960s. Sip them as aperitifs or digestifs,
following tradition, or mixed in The Last Word
(1950s gin and maraschino, 1940s Luxardo Chartreuse) or a Negroni with mid-century spirits.
1120 Maine Avenue SW; officinadc.com.

HIGH-CONCEPT CUISINE
Explora Valle Sagrado has tapped star Peruvian chef Virgilio Martínez to completely redesign its culinary program – from
breakfast, lunch, and dinner to snacks served on excursions and at the bar. Famed for popularizing indigenous ingredients,
Martínez, who focuses exclusively on local high-altitude ingredients at his Sacred Valley restaurant Mil nearby, spent five
months creating dishes rich in local corn, tubers, and cacao, as well as traditional Peruvian ceviches and “acclimation broths.”
Duck escabeche with Peruvian potatoes.
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(MILK ROOM) CLAYTON HAUCK, (SALOTTO) SCOTT SUCHMAN

From left: Milk Room’s
Paul McGee, American
Bar and its Red Lips Rye
and Debut cocktails, and
Salotto’s aged amaros and
intimate bar.

Passport
BOOKS

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS

as scholarship dining-hall servers
at one of their college’s sororities.
As the Vietnam War draft threatens their solidarity, a last bash
on Martha’s Vineyard results in a
disappearance that will haunt them
until a 2017 reunion on the island.
Chances Are … is perhaps the author’s meatiest and darkest fiction
since Bridge of Sighs, but it’s also
full of humor and compassion.
 INLAND BY TÉA OBREHT (Ran-

 GOING DUTCH BY JAMES

GREGOR (Simon & Schuster, $27)
James Gregor’s Going Dutch keeps
it real in a lighthearted but bittersweet comedy of manners about
a gay man and his classmate, a
straight woman. When myriad anxieties affect his writing and threaten
his academic funding, Richard,
lonely and in grad school, accepts
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Anne’s offer to write his papers in
exchange for his “company.” The
arrangement works – until Richard
goes on a one-swipe-stand with a
lawyer and falls in love with him.
The already complicated relationship with Anne becomes twisted,
and Richard has to contend with
the one person he never expected
to face: himself.

 CHANCES ARE … BY RICHARD
RUSSO (Knopf, $27) Already his
generation’s bard of boys, don
of dudes, and interpreter of all
male maladies, Russo returns
with a book about how the bonds
of friendship begin, where they
are tested, and when they might
strain to the breaking point.
Mickey, Lincoln, and Teddy met

 LADY IN THE LAKE BY LAURA
LIPPMAN (HarperCollins, $27)
Laura Lippman was writing incisive
novels about Baltimore long before
her spouse, journalist and screen
writer David Simon, brought
the city to the small screen with
The Wire. With Lady in the Lake,
Lippman proves that she’s getting
better and better; this isn’t just a
novel of suspense, but one of urban
perspectives – including a ghost’s.
In 1966, a housewife named Maddie
Schwartz leaves her long marriage
to pursue her dream of becoming
an investigative reporter. As she
dives into a murder case, we see
that Maddie’s psychological waters
are even murkier than the ones
where the body was found.

(PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

dom House, $27) Obreht, author of
2011’s acclaimed The Tiger’s Wife,
sets her sophomore effort in 1893
Arizona Territory. There, a woman
named Nora holds fast at her family’s homestead, which is parched
by drought. Her husband has left in
search of water, and her youngest son is convinced that a beast
circles their dwelling. Meanwhile,
outlaw Lurie roams a bit farther
away, seeing ghosts. When Nora
and Lurie meet – well, that’s the
surprise of this fascinating, truthbased novel, which weaves history
and mythology into a compelling
tale that illuminates both.

EXPERIENCE

A LUXURY
ESCAPE
IN THE HEART OF IT ALL

Incomparable elegance and comfort are
complemented by attentive and discreet
service including a dedicated reservations
line, a personal pre-arrival concierge,
white glove butler service and more.

Kindly contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
for rates and availability.

Passport
GEAR UP

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
Simple, smart tech to keep tabs on the house while you’re away (and, yes, to play tricks on your pets too).

The ConnectSense
Smart Outlet2 is as
easy to use as traditional appliance timers,
yet far more sophisticated and realistic in
mimicking an occupied
house. Just plug it into
any existing socket, pair
it with Google Assistant, Apple HomeKit,
or Amazon Alexa, and
use voice commands or
preset schedules to turn
on lamps, stereos, and
other electric devices.
$60; connectsense.com.

EYE SPY

Swidget is a hard-wired
outlet that allows you
to control electronic
devices remotely with
its app (or by voice via
Alexa or Google Home)
and offers customizable inserts, such as
USB ports, Wi-Fi signal
boosters, and soon-tobe-introduced motion
sensors and cameras.
$40; swidget.com.

The weatherproof
indoor/outdoor Canary
Flex camera streams
high-deﬁnition video
straight to your phone,
offers night vision,
records footage, and
features a built-in microphone to talk to anyone
in the room. Users can
call 911 through its app,
which will send the cops
to their home address
(rather than summoning
the local authorities to
their beach villa).
$199; canary.is.

When it comes to
camera doorbells,
the Nest Hello sets
the current standard
with HD video, night
vision, a saved video
log triggered by motion
sensor, and the option
to prerecord messages
for delivery personnel. Facial recognition
technology memorizes
your “in-group” to alert
you when someone you
know arrives or warn
that someone you
don’t is lurking. $249;
nest.com.

GOODS TO GO

Cocktail Attire
What would a handcrafted tote inspired by a Bellini look like? Classically elegant and a little fizzy with
a pop of peach color, according Dellaluna, which recently debuted an embroidered tote designed in
partnership with Belmond Hotel Cipriani, the birthplace of the Bellini. The Venetian atelier also
created a new leather-and-canvas weekender ideal for arrivals by motoscafo. Tote, $1,680, and weekender,
$1,345; available through the hotel for worldwide shipping.
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POWER PLAY

How do you imagine the Caribbean? There are many great places that made the Caribbean famous – but it’s the less famous,
more inaccessible places that truly make the Caribbean great. We’re talking about secret coves, smaller islands, harbors that no
large ship can even approach. Which means colors, flavors, and wonders unveiled for your eyes only. We’ll take you there thanks
to our small luxury ships, which offer a curated experience made of details, differences, and pleasures that will delight your
curiosity. Small things make a big difference. Turn the Caribbean into your Caribbean with a Silversea voyage. #ThisIsSilversea

WARM. SUNNY. CURATED.
THAT’S YOUR CARIBBEAN.
LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER TO THE
AUTHENTIC BEAUTY OF THE WORLD.

CARIBBEAN
ALL-INCLUSIVE
PACKAGE

FLIGHTS
FREE ECONOMY CLASS
ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE

TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS BETWEEN
AIRPORT AND SHIP

EXCURSIONS
FREE SHORE EXCURSION
IN EVERY PORT
ON SELECT VOYAGES

Plus, enjoy exclusive benefits when you book through your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Offers available for a limited time. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for complete Terms & Conditions.

Bon Voyage

CRUISER,
HEAL THYSELF
With a pair of upcoming itineraries, Seabourn is going
all in on feeling good.
Every Seabourn cruise
already offers holistic
programming created in
partnership with integrative
medicine pioneer Dr. Andrew
Weil, but on a 19-day, Athensto-Dubai voyage on the
600-passenger Seabourn
Ovation, the line ups the
wellness quotient with a visit
to a seventeenth-century
monastery in Crete and a
float on the mineral-rich
Dead Sea. At-sea programming promises lectures on
healthy aging and energy
healing, meditation and
yoga classes, and plenty of
restorative downtime. Next
February brings a similar
16-day program on an
Auckland-to-Sydney sailing
through the South Pacific on the 600-passenger
Seabourn Encore. Mediterranean departure: November
13; from $4,999. South
Pacific departure: February
21, 2020; from $6,999.

Salt layers in the
Dead Sea and (below)
Alaska’s Hubbard Glacier.

ISLAND EXPLORER: Boutique river-cruise line Aqua Expeditions is expanding, launching its first ocean ship in November. The 30-passenger

Fin Patrol
Crystal Cruises is teaming up with ORCA to aid in the marine organization’s
worldwide whale and dolphin conservation efforts. ORCA wildlife experts will board
the 848-passenger Crystal Symphony in Alaska this August to train the bridge crew
on data collection methods and best practices in wildlife monitoring; the partnership
will launch on other Crystal ships too. For now, passengers on an eight-day,
Anchorage-to-Vancouver sailing can get in on the enrichment, attending deck-watch
volunteer sessions and joining the ORCA experts for guided shore excursions.
Departure: August 27; from $2,915.
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Aqua Blu – a renovated British naval explorer yacht – will call on Indonesia’s Coral Triangle in its debut year of service, including a 13-day, Bali-toFlores adventure. Departure: November 16; from $8,100.

Suite Talk

From left: A breezy
lounge at Malliouhana,
and the resort’s beach
and lobby sitting area.

Secret Beach Patrol
All of Anguilla’s 33 beaches are public, but getting to some of them isn’t easy – unless you know the
right resort. This flat Caribbean island is dotted with tucked-away coves and concealed stretches of
sand accessible only with a boat or hiking shoes; Turtle Cove, on the island’s southwest coast, is one
of those secluded spots. Vegetation-carpeted promontories at both ends jut into the sea, sealing the
beach off to all but the guests of Malliouhana, which fronts the cove. The 44-room Auberge resort
recently debuted a new spa, a beach club, and 17 new rooms, including its most over-the-top accommodation to date, the 2,300-square-foot Turtle Cove Villa. At the end of a path lined with frangipani,
allamanda, and tamarind trees, the two-bedroom villa perches right above its namesake beach.
Fruit-patterned curtains, river-rock shower floors, and gem-toned jungle fauna murals make interiors pop; outside, an infinity-edge plunge pool on the expansive terrace lines up with the Caribbean,
and steps cut into a cliff lead to your own “private” beach. Doubles from $799, including a welcome
amenity, breakfast daily, and a $100 resort credit; Turtle Cove Villa from $1,500.

Atacama In Depth
TEED UP IN MEXICO
The new hotel boom in Los Cabos continues with
the November opening of Zadún, a Ritz-Carlton
Reserve. Tucked amid dunes overlooking the Sea
of Cortés and the desert, the 115-room property
will include VIP access to a trio of Greg Normanand Jack Nicklaus-designed golf courses nearby.
Doubles from $799, including a complimentary
one-way private airport transfer, breakfast daily,
and a $100 resort credit.
Campfire tales in
the Atacama and (left)
on deck in Los Cabos.

Travelers go to the 32-room Tierra Atacama Hotel and Spa in Chile’s Atacama
Desert to hike, scale volcanoes, and see some of the clearest night skies on earth.
Beyond its natural wonders, the area also has a rich ancestral culture, showcased
in a series of new excursions developed by the hotel in partnership with the country’s
Foundation for Heritage Conservation and Sustainable Tourism. The day trips focus
on how indigenous communities have adapted to the desert climate: Guests can
watch artisans embroider blankets, sweaters, and ponchos using cactus needles,
for example, or follow a lesson in ancient farming with a traditional dinner of guanaco
pâté and llama meat. Doubles from $1,650, including a $100 spa credit and all airport
transfers, meals, beverages, and guided excursions.
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FEEL FREE TO LIVE IT UP.
Feel like having a butler unpack your luggage? Feel Free. Welcome to The Haven by Norwegian®, an exclusive
enclave at the top of the ship accessible by private keycard with our most luxurious accommodations. Bask
in tranquility in The Haven Courtyard with a private pool and sundeck. Indulge in the unparalleled personal
service of a certified butler and concierge, who will make all your arrangements on board and on shore, so
you can focus on spending quality time with loved ones. Plus, you’re just steps away from unique specialty
restaurants, award-winning shows and the exciting activities your ship has to offer. Experience true luxury
at sea on a vacation you’ll never forget with Norwegian Cruise Line.
Discover The Haven aboard Norwegian Encore – sailing November 2019 from Miami.

BOOK AND RECEIVE UP TO $100 IN ONBOARD
CREDIT PER STATEROOM ON SELECT SAILINGS.

©2019 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS

PLUS, ENJOY ALL OF NORWEGIAN’S FREE AT SEA
AMENITIES WHEN YOU BOOK THROUGH YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

38715 05/19

ST. THOMAS, US VIRGIN ISLANDS

SAN JUAN,
PUERTO RICO

TORTOLA, BRITISH
VIRGIN ISLANDS

NORWEGIAN ENCORE

City to Go

Rosy on Jaipur
Rajasthan’s timeless Pink City is a gem
of contemporary arts and culture.
BY SARAH KHAN PHOTOGRAPHY BY ATUL PRATAP CHAUHAN
GO FOR Jaipur is hardly off the
beaten path: The Rajasthani
capital is a long-established
favorite for its romantic palaces
and forts, and bright and blingy
textiles and jewels. But in recent
years, the Pink City has made
a serious play for the title of
India’s cultural capital, with the
reinvention of the Jawahar Kala
Kendra arts center, the unveiling
of India’s first modern sculpture
park in a timeworn, eighteenthcentury palace high atop a hill at
Nahargarh Fort, and gatherings
such as the Jaipur Literature
Festival, which lures global
literary A-listers and more than a
half million visitors each January.
Smaller, niche museums are also
vying for patronage – the Gyan
and Amrapali museums, both
established by some of the city’s
most prominent jewelers, pay
tribute to Jaipur’s generationsold reputation as the center of
India’s jewelry trade.
Clockwise from top left: Bar Palladio, Hawa Mahal, thali at
Suvarna Mahal, Madhavendra Palace’s sculpture park at
Nahargarh Fort, and Parampara’s colorful wares.
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EAT A cheery haven in the
leafy, residential Civil Lines

neighborhood, tiny Cafe Kothi
(28, Civil Lines Road) won a following for its vegetarian Kothi
bowls – the quinoa biryani
bowl and one-pot pasta are
favorites – as well as for salads,
breakfast wraps, and polenta
Parmesan fries.
For a decadent Rajasthani feast,
book a table at the opulent
Suvarna Mahal (Bhawani Singh
Road), the former dining room of
the maharajah at the Rambagh
Palace. Tuck into a classic thali
with dal baati churma (lentils
with fried wheat), gatta curry
with dumplings, and more.
Laxmi Mishthan Bhandar
(Shop 98-99, Johari Bazaar
Road) is almost as much of
a landmark as the nearby
City Palace (both date to the
1720s): Locals have sated
sweet tooths here for nearly
300 years. It’s tough to choose
between milk cake, mawa
kachori (puffed pastry with
sweet cheese filling) and other

Discover all that’s
possible in Dubai.
visitdubai.com

City to Go
of the two cultures’ aesthetics.
Settle into one of the banquettes
below the frescoed walls inside
or opt to sit on a blue-and-whitetented daybed outside, where
you might find a stray peacock
for company.
At the City Palace museum – part
of which is still home to Jaipur’s
royal family – Baradari (City
Palace, Gate 2) makes for a
regal night out. Sip Negronis and
pomegranate martinis amid the
sexy lighting and modern finishes
of its charming courtyard.
No trip to Jaipur is complete
without a stop at Lassiwala
(Shop 312, M.I. Road), a no-frills
stall that has plied locals with
sweetened yogurt lassis served
in clay cups for 75 years.

SHOP Brothers Siddharth and
Samarth Kasliwal are the ninth
generation to run The Gem
Palace (Shop 348, M.I. Road),
a jewelry emporium with outposts across India and even on
New York’s Upper East Side.
But their Jaipur flagship is,
understandably, closest to their
hearts, and they’ve recently
remade it in brilliant shades of
pink nearly as beguiling as the
baubles within.

Rajasthani favorites; luckily,
they pack well for travel.

DRINK Italy meets India at popular
Clockwise from top left: Jawahar
Circle’s Patrika Gate, a Gem
Palace scene, and Idli boutique.
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Bar Palladio (Narain Singh
Road), a striking blue watering
hole that’s an atmospheric fusion

Parampara concept store
(Panch Batti, M.I. Road) brims
with local and global finds:
rugs by From Jaipur with Love,
Colombian mochila bags from
Verdi, Shalia resort wear, and
shoes and more from the house
label of Parampara’s co-owner,
Jaipur-based Colombian designer
Virginia Borrero de Castro.
The Kanota center (Kanota
Bagh, Narain Singh Road) is a
cluster of sleek fashion, accessories, and housewares emporiums. Browse totes and cushion

TIP
“One of my favorite
experiences from a recent
visit was an open-air jeep
tour of the city at night. Jaipur
comes alive in the evenings
with beautifully lit building facades and exhilarating sights
and sounds.”
– Carol Bisconti, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Haddonfield,
New Jersey

covers at The Jaipur Collective,
jewelry at Umrao and Surabhi,
antiques at O’d’ Gulabee,
housewares at Anantaya, and
airy dresses and tunics at French
designer Thierry Journo’s colorful boutique Idli.

STAY Get your bearings at Rambagh Palace by taking a spin
around the 47-acre property in
one of its four vintage cars, say,
the sky-blue 1937 Ford V35. The
historic royal abode welcomes
travelers with 78 rooms and
five restaurants and bars. Local
tradition has it that losing teams
at the adjacent Rajasthan Polo
Club buy winners a round at the
hotel’s beloved Polo Bar. Doubles
from $360, including breakfast
daily and lunch or dinner once
during stay.
Roughly 20 minutes outside the
city, the 71-room Oberoi Rajvilas,
Jaipur is a fort-like retreat from
the hubbub, complete with
traditional Rajasthani-style
arches, turrets, and pavilions.
But the star is the spa, set in a
converted eighteenth-century
haveli and home to treatments
such as sandalwood body wraps
and jasmine facials. Doubles
from $405, including breakfast
daily and lunch or dinner once
during stay.

ADVENTURE
THE BACKROADS WAY
Ride.
Walk.
Paddle.
Explore.
PLUS Family Trips | Active Ocean & River Cruises | Trips with Yoga
WE ARE YOUR ACTIVE TRAVEL EXPERTS
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today for details & reservations.

The Radar

SICHUAN SIZZLE
As The Temple House general manager Kurt Macher knows,
the most charming thing about Chengdu is no longer black and white.
BY JUSTIN PAUL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURYN ISHAK

the capital of Sichuan province
has factored into most tours
of the country – which, it turns
out, makes about as much
sense as heading to Paris to
check off the Eiffel Tower and
skipping town without enjoying
the rest of the City of Light’s
joie de vivre.
China’s westernmost megacity
of roughly 14 million residents
has long captured Westerners’
attention with its giant panda
research center. But recently,

Clockwise from top:
Playtime at the
panda base,
Jinli Street, and
Temple House GM
Kurt Macher.
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visitors are discovering what
domestic Chinese tourists have
known for years: Chengdu is
more than a one-trick bear, so
to speak, with a scorching-hot
dining scene, temples and historic cultural sites, and a stylish,
creative edge.
“Chengdu is very popular for
its underground culture, hiphop, art, independent fashion
designers, and super-friendly
LGBT community,” says Kurt
Macher, who moved to the city as
general manager of The Temple
House hotel three years ago. The
100-room outpost had opened
a year earlier as part of the
Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li restoration
and retail development, which
also created a pedestrianized

(KURT MACHER) NOEL YEO

C

ONSIDER THE PANDA
drill: Fly all the way
to Chengdu to see
irrepressibly cute and
cuddly pandas. Pop in for a
day to watch them wrestle and
devour bamboo and generally
weeble-wobble around until – if
you watch long enough – they
all fall down and nap. Then
jet 1,000 miles due east to
Beijing or one of China’s other
marquee cities or cultural
sites. For decades, this is how

Let’s shop, dine, lie by the pool, have wine at lunch, order two desserts,
treat ourselves, get all dressed up and look amazing, get a little crazy,
find something cool, buy something cool. Shall we? Let’s.

The Radar
district with a mall, built around
restored heritage buildings
such as the 1,600-year-old Daci
Temple. In the brief time since
his arrival, Macher has watched
the neighborhood transform
into the city’s place to be seen.
Free-spending and well-funded
Chinese millennials stock up
and strike poses throughout
Taikoo Li mall’s open-air thoroughfares, then rally for the
night with DJs in Jing bar at The
Temple House before moving on
to hours-long hot-pot feasts and
the clubs. A short walk from the
hotel, the Shuijingfang Museum
provides a fascinating tour of
the country’s oldest distillery, a
vast building where visitors can
watch workers create labor-intensive baijiu (a sorghum-based
spirit) in pits in the same way
it’s been made there since 1408.
Nearby, pedestrian-only Jinli
Street fills with locals and travelers who come for teahouses,
bars, souvenir shops, and
Sichuan opera performances,
in which actors demonstrate
split-second “face changes”
with masks and magician-like
sleight of hand. Throughout its
adjoining alleys, vendors hawk
skewers of just about everything you can imagine (and
some things you’d likely rather
not), bathed in chili oil and
flecked with crushed Sichuan
peppercorns, famed for their
mouth-numbing effect that
kicks off with the sensation of a
mild electric shock.
“Chengdu is alive and in
constant movement,” Macher
says. “You can leave town for
two weeks and return to discover five new buildings, three
new restaurants, and that you
have new neighbors.” In some
respects, the city has always
pushed boundaries. Traders in
the Silk Road outpost introduced paper currency to the
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CHECKING IN
Temple House insider Kurt Macher’s Chengdu must-dos.

SEE

SHOP

Chengdu Research
Base of Giant Panda
Breeding: The base





opens at 7:30 am; go
early to avoid the masses
and catch the pandas at
their most active. 1375
Xiongmao Avenue.
Daci Temple: Taikoo
Li’s pulsing energy
slows the moment you
set foot in this tranquil
Buddhist monastery.
In the morning, especially on the first and
fifteenth of each month
of the lunar calendar,
visitors can witness the
monks’ prayer rituals.
23 Dacisi Road.



Shuijingfang Museum:
Tour China’s oldest
distillery to taste baijiu
and learn how workers
have made it here since
the fifteenth century. He
Jiang Ting.


Below, from
left: A quiet
courtyard at
Daci Temple,
and Ma Wang
Zi’s chayote
with soy.

Fangsuo Commune:

Take the glass- and
copper-enclosed
escalator to Fangsuo
Commune, a bookstore, café, and fashion
boutique. Its cavernous
underground space
was inspired by Daci
Temple’s scroll library.
Taikoo Li.
 Gentle Monster: This
Korean eyewear store
always entertains with
its intricate, large-scale
kinetic art installations
and abstract displays.
Taikoo Li.

Street: A must-go
in Chengdu for street
food, teahouses, and
souvenirs such as peppercorns and opera
masks. Lots of bars open
at night, when its lanes
are lit with lanterns’
warm glow.

 Jinli

EAT & DRINK
 Mi Xun Teahouse:

Tea culture is essential to
locals, who typically outnumber Temple House
guests in Mi Xun’s tranquil outdoor courtyard.
Its vegan and vegetarian
menu wins high praise for
dishes such as bamboo
mushrooms with green
Sichuan peppercorn
sauce and a nonspicy,
truffled pu’erh tea hot
pot. The Temple House.
 Xiao

Long Fan Da Jiang
Hotpot: Temple House

concierges frequently
preorder meals for
guests from the Chineselanguage menu at this
lively hot pot favorite
a short walk from the
hotel, and coordinate
tables with good views
of the face-changing
opera performances.
3F, Xiang Bing Plaza.
 Ma Wang Zi: Across
the street from the
hotel, Ma Wang is one of
the city’s most popular
restaurants for high-end
Sichuan cuisine, such
as eggplant with shrimp
balls, spicy fish pot, and
fresh corn pancakes.
1 Dongkang Shijie.

 Jing: DJs, a laid-back
all-weather terrace, a sultry interior, and creative
drinks – such as Sichuan
negronis and mules that
impart the peppercorn’s
tingling sensations –
draw a crowd to Jing. The
Temple House.

Some resorts have
a beautiful view.
Ours has thousands.

Celebrate the inaugural season of Celebrity Edge® in the
Mediterranean, with iconic destinations like Barcelona, Rome,
and Athens. You’ll enjoy intuitive service, exquisite design,
luxurious accommodations, and 18 distinctive restaurants
with menus crafted by our Michelin-starred chef.
Experience our new, two-story Edge Villas, adjoining
The Retreat, with its exclusive sundeck, restaurant,
and lounge just for suite guests.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

©2019 Celebrity Cruises. Ships' registry: Malta and Ecuador.

The Radar

TIP
Scientists once classified giant pandas in the raccoon family, but the DNA evidence is in:
They’re in the Ursidae family – one of eight bear species.

world in the tenth century,
and it spread across the country as if they’d invented the
confetti cannon. Last year its
aerospace research institute
announced plans to install a
“fake moon” – a mirrored satellite fixed in orbit to bathe the
city in soft light as a stand-in
for streetlights.
Despite the boom times,
Chengdu holds fast to the
qualities that have made it a
favorite with artists and intellectuals: a more relaxed lifestyle
and, being far from the Party’s
halls of power, relatively liberal
views. You’ll still get an eyeful of
pandas – it’s nearly impossible
to walk anywhere in the city
without seeing panda souvenirs,
panda-themed buses, or the
giant panda sculpture scaling
International Finance Square –
but, more and more, travelers
are extending their time here,
or coming just to explore the
city itself.

➊

➋
➌

➏

➎
➍

1. Fangsuo Commune.
2. Pickled chilies,
a favorite side dish.
3. Sichuan opera takes
center stage at a hot
pot restaurant. 4. Gentle
Monster sunglasses.
5. Mi Xun Teahouse’s
truffled pu’erh tea hot
pot. 6. Spicy street
food on Jinli Street.
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CHENGDU BOUND
Keys to your best time in the city.

GETTING THERE China’s visa application is no joke. CIBTvisas can
help prep and double-check
forms, send a rep to the consulate or embassy in your place, and
expedite approval for last-minute
trips (and procrastinators).
Hainan Airlines flies nonstop
between Chengdu and L.A.
or New York City (JFK). Three
daily flights between Chengdu
and Beijing provide connections to numerous North
American gateways.

GO Virtuoso on-site tour operator
WildChina works with advisors
to create memorable experiences throughout the country,
such as a visit to Dujiangyan

Panda Base 90 minutes outside
Chengdu, where travelers can
volunteer to feed pandas and
clean cages, and share lunch
with staff. Additional highlights
of four privately guided days in
the city: tai chi and the teahouses of Wangjianglou Park,
VIP seats for a Sichuan facechanging opera, and, of course, a
hot pot dinner. Departures: Any
day through 2019; from $1,700
per person, including accommodations at The Temple House.

STAY A restored stone-and-timber
Qing dynasty building and a
glowing courtyard entrance cleverly disguise the ultramodern
Temple House, where playfulness with light pops up at

Tokyo is a city of exquisite contrasts.
It’s all here – the past, present, and future.
Discover the vast opportunities the city holds.

every turn – from digital art near
elevators and the spa’s striking
skylighted underground pool to
Jing’s chandeliers and the 100
spacious, monochromatic guest

History refined: The
Temple House lobby.

rooms with custom Chinese
screens. Doubles from $280,
including breakfast daily and
a $100 dining credit.
The high-rise Shangri-La Hotel,
Chengdu overlooks the Jinjiang
River and Hejiang Pavilion in
the city center with 593 guest
rooms and a Chi spa outpost.
Five bars and restaurants range
from Shang Palace for Cantonese and Sichuan specialties,
such as braised bird’s nest soup
and spicy dan dan noodles, to
casual Mooney’s Irish bar for
Western dishes and nightly
live music. Doubles from $137,
including breakfast daily, a
$100 spa credit, and a one-way
airport transfer.

Interview

Why I Travel
Patty Stegman follows in her father’s footsteps to Paris and around the world.

We like big group trips. We’ll
often take our daughter,
Natalie, who’s 26; our son,
Glen, who’s 21; and their
significant others. Every
December we travel with 14
people. My brother and sisterin-law, their four kids, and
those kids’ partners. You can
definitely hear us coming.
Where have we gone? Oh, boy!
Paris, Colombia, Italy, Brazil, Africa, Paris, Iceland, Turkey – did I
mention Paris? I’m definitely my
father’s daughter.

Clockwise from left: Honeymooning
on Bora-Bora, on safari in Kenya,
and the big day down under.

Patty and Danny Stegman
at Angkor Wat and (right)
her favorite city, Paris.

HENEVER SHE
travels, Patty
Stegman carries
a small patchwork
quilt of fabrics made from her
late father’s shirts and ties.
“It’s a memento I hold on to
because he inspired me to see
the world,” says Stegman, 55.
With her husband, Danny, 57,
an ophthalmologist, and

W
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other family members and
friends, the family and marriage therapist is nearly always
heading somewhere fabulous
from her New Jersey home.
“My dad loved Europe, and
France in particular, and that
love was contagious because
there’s nothing else that compares,” she says. To help inspire
and arrange her adventures,

Stegman has a standing appointment with New York Citybased Virtuoso travel advisor
Jessica Levy.
I travel so I can stop, turn
around, and look back at the
view. Looking back informs
what’ll happen going forward,
and it gives perspective on how
far you’ve come.

(ANGKOR WAT) PATTY STEGMAN,
(PARIS) AUGUSTIN LAZAROIU/GETTY IMAGES

INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN

Tell your boss it can wait ...

Swap long hours for long hikes. Meetings for meditation.
Overtime for opening up. And dull desk-lunches for gourmet,
plant-based meals. Discover your good life with Canyon Ranch
in the Sonoran Desert or the Berkshires.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to plan your stay.

TUCSON, ARIZONA | LENOX, MASSACHUSETTS

Interview

“We all ended up
laughing hysterically
with bread in our hair.
This is how memories
are made.”

My husband, who’s from
Venezuela, is a child of
Holocaust survivors. His
father fought in Israel’s War
of Independence and had one
of the first passports after
Israel became a state. We
recently visited Jaffa and felt
such a powerful connection.
Here we were walking on earth
that my father-in-law helped
create and defend.

As a therapist, I’d say the
secret to group travel is
respecting other people’s
needs: Someone needs to
be alone, leave them alone;
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two people feel like hiking,
let those two hike. There’s
something really wonderful
about getting to know people
morning, noon, and night and
figuring out when they get
grouchy, what makes them
happy, what their rhythms are.
We grow and learn together.
The best travel moments
come when you can get
involved and give back. In
February, Jessica put us up at
Ulusaba, Richard Branson’s
South African safari lodge,
and connected us with
Pride ’n Purpose, which
helps disadvantaged and
impoverished people living
next to the Sabi Sands Game

Reserve. It’s mind-blowing
to see the changes and
improvements they’re making
in these communities.
The crazy times? In Iceland
our driver veered off the road
to avoid running over a bird,
and then, when we pursued it,
the bird projectile-vomited on
us. My husband put regular gas
in a diesel car on the way from
Nice to San Remo, Italy, and the
car broke down. I think that was
the same trip where we had a
family bread-throwing fight on
a monotonous car ride through
the South of France, and we all
ended up laughing hysterically
with bread in our hair. This is how
memories are made.

I always have a small travel
bag ready to go. There’s a
Dopp kit with Band-Aids and
medicines. I pack rice cakes
and nuts from Trader Joe’s for
when the airplane’s delayed.
We have a couple of Uniqlo
jackets that fold up tiny in
case you need an extra layer.
There’s a collapsible suitcase
in there too, for when we
overdo it on purchases.

WHERE NEXT?
Portugal in July and Panama in
September. I haven’t been to
Australia and New Zealand or
Japan or India. And I’d love to
go back to Africa.

PATTY STEGMAN

Our travel advisor, Jessica,
is a wizard. Dealing with
14 people’s plane tickets,
visas, room bookings, and
dinner reservations, and then
getting us room upgrades
with views overlooking the
Atlas Mountains in Morocco,
the Bosporus in Turkey, or
Table Mountain in South
Africa – I honestly don’t know
how she manages it. Plus, we
always get Champagne and
chocolates in the rooms and a
guide who somehow hits it off
with everybody in our group.
It’s not an easy feat!

Lunch at a private home outside Marrakech and (inset)
Stegman’s travel keepsake.

For some, it’s sitting down to the ﬁrst ﬁve-star dinner of the trip, and being transported
by the rich, unexpected ﬂavors awaiting you. For others, it’s sailing into an exotic,
remote port without another ship in sight. And for you, it’s the little things.
Discover your moment.

ENJOY THE FINEST CUISINE AT SE A™ ABOARD OUR INTIM ATE AND LUXURIOUS SHIPS.

Ask your Virtuoso Travel Advisor about special voyages with exclusive Virtuoso beneﬁts,
such as complimentary Shore Experiences and Pre-Paid Gratuities.
JUL190118

Inspired By

1.
ADRIANA DEGREAS
Pin-Up Kiss Hot Pants
with Buttons two-piece,
$560, adrianadegreas.com

2.
MARYAM NASSIR ZADEH
Corazon sandal, $370,
shop.ericatanov.com
(and at Erica Tanov’s Berkeley store)

4.
JANESSA LEONÉ
Elsa hat, $225,
janessaleone.com

3.
TOM FORD
Ultra Shine lip color
in Willful, $55,
barneys.com

Slim Aarons Summers

5.
KALEOS
Radley 5 sunglasses, $260,
kaleoscollection.com
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No one captured the summertime capers of the rich and famous in their
natural habitats more alluringly than photographer Slim Aarons. He
documented celebrities and socialites lounging poolside in Palm Springs
and Marbella or cavorting on Capri and in Monaco, everyone tanned,
coiffed, and dressed for the occasion. Aarons’ images of “attractive people
doing attractive things in attractive places,” as he put it, remain an indelible
impression of the 1950s, ’60s, and ’70s high life – and a reminder to inject
our summer fun with a little style.

SLIM AARONS/GETTY IMAGES

Travel back in time to the glamorous abandon
of the sun-drenched jet set.

Come explore Ireland, Scotland, England,
Wales, Iceland & Italy with CIE Tours…

Book 2020 tours at 2019 prices – plus
SAVE up to 10% with our Early Bird Discount!*
Book 2020 departures at 2019 prices + Save up to 10% on our most popular guided vacations including:
BEST OF IRELAND SOUTH

SCOTTISH DREAM

HEART OF WALES & ENGLAND

TASTE OF ICELAND

7 or 8 days, from $1,430

8 days, from $1,709

8 days, from $2,114

6 days, from $2,249

IRISH PUB TOUR

SCOTTISH ISLES & GLENS

BEST OF BRITAIN

TASTE OF ITALY

8 or 9 days, from $1,484

12 days, from $2,969

10 days, from $2,429

7 days, from $1,709

JEWELS OF IRELAND

SCOTTISH & IRISH GOLD

BRITISH & IRISH GRANDEUR

14 or 15 days, from 3,014

15 or 16 days, from $2,951

14 days, from $3,374

Save up to 10% on our NEW 2020 tours!
NORTHERN LIGHTS QUEST OF ICELAND 6 days, from $2,339

ICELAND & IRELAND ADVENTURE 11 days, from $2,923

BEST OF ICELAND & IRELAND SOUTH 10 days, from $3,004

TASTE OF ITALY WITH SORRENTO 10 days, from $2,969

Locally crafted guided tours. Inclusive packages, no hidden extras.

Coastal Ireland

Northern Lights, Iceland

The Blue Lagoon, Iceland

Gullfoss Waterfall, Iceland

Sorrento, Italy

To book or for more information contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
* 10% savings on new bookings on any of our 2020 guided tours to Ireland, Britain, Iceland or Italy reserved by September 30, 2019. Use code: EARLY2020. Tour pricing will increase
after September 30, 2019. Does not apply to groups, Private-Driver, self-drive or River Cruise vacations. $500 per person non-refundable deposit required. Subject to availability, not
combinable with any other CIE Tours offers/discounts and may be withdrawn at any time. Advertised price is per person, land only based on double occupancy and reﬂects the discount.
Other conditions may apply.

VIRTUOSO and the Globe Swirl Logo are registered
trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved.

Seat at the Bar

Artisanal pastis producer
Château des Creissauds
in Aubagne (left) and the
original, Ricard, served in a
momie, or small goblet.

I
Sunshine
in a Glass
Pastis is Provençal joie de vivre, tradition,
and terroir distilled.
BY ALEXIS STEINMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLARA TUMA
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F APÉRO IS A RELIGION IN FRANCE, ITS MOST

fervent followers live in Provence. There, “the
evening prayer of the French,” as writer Paul Morand called it, is integral to daily life, observed
on terrasses bathed in the abundant southern sun.
Patrons clink glasses filled with pale-yellow pastis, a
liquid as Provençal as rosé and lavender.
Pastis shares a spirit with other anise-based beverages enjoyed around the Mediterranean – ouzo in
Greece, sambuca in Italy. Rooted in the region’s botanical heritage, it traces its origins to the medicinal
anis sold at apothecaries in the Middle Ages and the
anisette savored at eighteenth-century cabarets. This
appetite-stimulating aperitif is mixed with chilled water for a refreshing quaff. “It’s a drink for when you’re
thirsty,” says Alain Robert, producer of the artisanal
brand Henri Bardouin, referring to the days when
parched farmers gulped pastis like lemonade after
working in the fields.
Sometimes confused with absinthe, pastis is less
boozy, uses a different type of anise, and contains
added sugar, which makes it a liqueur, not a spirit. Pastis also lacks wormwood, the ingredient to which absinthe’s hallucinatory properties were (incorrectly)
attributed. However, it was a ban on the “green fairy”

Near Salt Lake City but a world away, our 3,500-acre ranch in the Wasatch Mountain Range is where
you’ll leave the cares of the modern world behind and reconnect with nature, from downhill skiing at
nearby Park City Mountain Resort in winter to fly fishing and clay shooting any time of year.
You’ll feel right at home with our relaxed Western lifestyle—and with the Blue Sky family.

Please Contact Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Seat at the Bar
that gave the petit jaune – a nickname for
pastis meaning “little yellow” – its start.
In late nineteenth-century France, absinthe gained popularity when vine-damaging phylloxera depleted wine supplies.
When a 1914 ban on alcohol over 16 percent
yanked absinthe off the shelves, distillers
and bar owners illegally concocted anisebased drinks to quench their clientele’s
herbaceous thirst. Paul Ricard, founder
of the eponymous pastis brand, seized on
the trend while visiting bars for his father’s
wine-sales company and lobbied to make it
legal, officially launching his Pastis de Marseille in 1932.
Named for patisson, the Provençal patois
for “mixture,” pastis contains star anise,
licorice root, and aromatic plants such as
fennel, sage, or rosemary that grow across
the region. Every producer has its own signature – and often secret – recipe, resulting in distinct flavor profiles that give each
brand its own loyal following. Simply ordering a “pastis” would be like grunting “beer”
at the bartender. Real pastis drinkers ask for
it by brand name.

Clockwise from left: Star anise and licorice root, two key pastis ingredients; pastis elements
macerating in alcohol; and Henri Bardouin in situ.

THE BOTTLES
Pastis season is upon us! Here’s what to order.

RICARD Licorice lovers
gravitate to this goldenamber grand pooh-bah of
pastis, which sold 40 million bottles in 2018. Fruit,
wood, and spice round out
its signature strong anise
notes. With its catchy
marketing campaigns
and iconic branded yellow
ceramic pitchers, this
“creator of conviviality”
has been the embodiment
of pastis’ bonhomie since
its inception.

PASTIS 51 The second-mostconsumed pastaga, as
pastis is also known in the
south, comes from Pernod,
Ricard’s chief competitor until the companies
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merged in 1975 to form
a pastis powerhouse.
Slightly lighter and less
licorice-heavy than
Ricard, Pastis 51 was the
tipple of choice of Serge
Gainsbourg – who notoriously doubled the usual
dose with his “102.”

creating terroir-driven
blends from locally grown
plants, Bardouin blooms
with a bouquet of 65
plants and spices that
merits its self-appointed
grand cru status. Dilute
it with six to ten parts
water to one part pastis.

CASANIS A midrange Corsi-

CHÂTEAU DES CREISSAUDS

can offering faithfully favored by its citizens. The
brand, with its stronger
green anise notes, was
launched in 1925 in the
city of Bastia.

Perfumed with 19 plants
handpicked on its estate,
this artisanal pastis
bursts with vegetal and
green notes. It’s one of
the few brands aged
in oak casks – and the
only one that’s labeled
with its vintage to highlight the individuality of
each year.

HENRI BARDOUIN One of a
recent batch of craft distilleries that have upped
pastis’ herbaceous notes,

Pack a Sense
of Wonder
Encounter fascinating peoples, places
and cultures the world over on a
classic-style cruise.

30-Day Australia Circumnavigation
Roundtrip Sydney
Maasdam

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

5,399

10/17/19

$

Taxes, fees and port expenses additional at $730

Exclusive Amenity: $75 onboard spending
money per stateroom!

17-Day Australia & Melanesia
Roundtrip Sydney
Maasdam

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

2,399

11/16/19

$

Taxes, fees and port expenses additional at $490

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $50 onboard spending money
per stateroom and Canaletto dinner for two!

20-Day Pacific Islands Adventure
Roundtrip Sydney
Maasdam

12/03/19

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

2,499

$

Taxes, fees and port expenses additional at $375

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $50 onboard spending money
per stateroom and Canaletto dinner for two!

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR TO BOOK TODAY

Terms & Conditions: Fares are based on Promo LG. Featured fares are per person based on double occupancy, cruise or Land+Sea Journeys only. Fares are in U.S. dollars. All savings amounts are included in the
fares shown. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are additional and range from $375 to $730. Subject to availability. For more information about our stateroom categories and suite descriptions, to view deck plans and for
full terms and conditions applicable to your cruise, please refer to hollandamerica.com or the appropriate Holland America Line brochure. Offers have limited space, and may be modified or withdrawn without prior
notice. Other restrictions may apply. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

Seat at the Bar

APÉRO HOUR
Where to sip pastis in
Provence and Paris.

GARDEN TO GLASS
Artisanal distiller Maison Ferroni
lets drinkers choose their own
craft-cocktail adventure at two
outlets: Carry Nation, a speakeasy hidden in a Marseille souvenir shop, or Dans les Arbres,
a summer-only tree-house bar
at Ferroni’s 42-acre Aubagne
estate, Château des Creissauds,
just steps away from where it
plucks the herbs for its pastis.
Carry Nation: Make a reservation at carrynation.fr to obtain
an admission code with the
bar’s address. Dans les Arbres:
Château des Creissauds,
13400 Aubagne; book a visit at
carrynation.fr.

TASTE AT THE SOURCE

From here you can see straight to cocktail hour: A Provençal vista.

THE CLASSIC WAY TO PREPARE PASTIS IS

with a one-to-five ratio of the liqueur to water. Pour two-thirds of an ounce into a tall
glass, then fill it with chilled water. When
the water and alcohol molecules unite,
they push out the anethole (anise camphor
compound), creating an array of tiny, lightreflecting oil droplets – sunshine in a glass.
This effect transforms the mélange from
clear yellow to a cloudy, pale yellow. Purists
prefer ice-cold water to ice cubes, which can
crystalize the anethole and compromise
flavor. Yet ice does mellow the alcohol level,
and adding many cubes creates a piscine, the
French word for “pool” that’s also applied to
drinks slowly watered down to stretch their
life on lazy afternoons.
Conversely, some savor pastis with less
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water in a petite goblet called a momie. For a
sweeter, less licorice-y drink, try a traditional pastis cocktail: a mauresque, made with
orgeat; a tomate, reddened by grenadine; or a
perroquet, a minty drink whose hue matches
a parrot’s verdant plumage. With an ABV of
40 to 45 percent, the same as many hard liquors, pastis shouldn’t be downed too quickly, even though its alcohol level drops to less
than that of a glass of wine when diluted with
water. As the French actor Fernandel famously claimed, “Pastis is like breasts. One
is not enough, and three is too many.”
However – or however many – you sip,
you’ll be partaking in a rich Provençal tradition, one that easily translates wherever you
are. All you need is a bottle, some olives to
snack on, and a place in the sun.

The town of Forcalquier, in a
region rich in aromatic plants
since the Middle Ages, is also
home to the Distilleries et
Domaines de Provence tasting
room. The vintage alembic out
front hints at the heritage of this
121-year-old distillery, which
crafts its Henri Bardouin pastis
with 65 herbs and spices from
near and far. 9 avenue SaintPromasse, Forcalquier.

BEAUCOUP BOTTLES
More than 80 labels line the
bar at Chez Janou, a Marais
spot that bills itself as “a little
slice of the Provençal garrigue
[the famed scrubland of
Provence] in the heart of Paris.”
The savvy staff take patrons
on a pastis-scented tour of
France, from Marseille’s azure
P’tit Bleu to the palest yellow
Pastis des Homs from the
Occitanie region. 2 rue Roger
Verlomme, Paris.

awe-inspiring views await
with Princess
®

Antarctica & Cape Horn
Santiago to Buenos Aires

11
day

Coral Princess® Jan 5, 2020
MINI-SUITE FARES FROM*

$

5,339

*Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $365 are additional.

R EC E I V E C H O CO LAT E COV E R E D STRAWBE RRIE S A N D $75 TO S P E ND ON BOARD (per stateroom^)

Plus, book any 2020 sailing in a Mini-Suite or above and receive
a complimentary Deluxe Balcony Breakfast for 2 guests†

Contact your Virtuoso Advisor for details!
*$5339 fare is based on category MF on Coral Princess® 1/5/20 sailing, on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares for other dates may vary. Fares are per person, non-air, cruise-only, based on double occupancy and apply to the first two passengers in a stateroom. These fares do not apply to singles or third/
fourth-berth passengers. This offer is capacity controlled and may not be combinable with any other public, group or past passenger discount, including onboard credits. Offer is not transferable and is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of
age or older and receive this offer. Fares quoted in U.S. dollars. Please refer to your travel agent for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Offer may combine with other offers such as group onboard credits, limited time offers and Military benefits. †Deluxe Balcony Breakfast is applicable to all voyages
6-days or longer sailing between January and December 2020. Offer is valid for bookings made through Virtuoso affiliated agencies only and applies to the 1st & 2nd guests booked in a minisuite or suite stateroom. The Deluxe Balcony Breakfast price is valued at $45 USD per couple, guest will receive a voucher in their
stateroom and must select day to redeem the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast at that time. Menu may change based on availability and season. Gratuity is not included. The package may be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash at any point during the cruise and expires at the end of that voyage. Offer is not
transferable, is not combinable with other select offers or other onboard credits and does not follow guests who change promotions prior to cruising. In the event that a guest does not want the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast, no substitutions will be offered. Offer is combinable with Cruise Sales, Standard Groups (including
amenities and counts toward TCs) and Captain Circle Savings. Offer is not combinable with Casino Discounts, Recipient-Only, Air Promotions, Flash, Interline, Travel Agent, and Princess Saver Fares. This promotion is not applicable to incentive groups. The promotion will be subject to capacity control and is not transferable.
This offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Bermuda and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Guests may book through their preferred Travel Consultant. Princess Cruises may modify, amend or update the terms and conditions of the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast
at any time with or without notice to guests. Reference promo code ZEV. ^Up to $75 to spend on board is per stateroom. Offer is applicable to first/second-berth guests only. Third/fourth-berth guests are not eligible. Money to spend on board may be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash, cannot be
used in the casino and expires at the end of that voyage. Offer is not transferable and may not be combinable with other select offers or other onboard credits. Money to spend on board is quoted in U.S. dollars and is based on the ship’s onboard currency. Void where prohibited by law. Four fresh strawberries dipped in
both white and dark chocolate per stateroom. Subject to availability and may be substituted for an item of equal or greater value at the ship’s discretion. ©2019 Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.

Style & Design

Into Vienna
Four well-connected locals share their must lists for the Austrian capital.
BY AMY CASSELL PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANNA DÍS

Vienna tastemakers, from left: Artist Frau Isa, Femme Maison design duo Franziska
Fürpass-Kermani and Sia Kermani, and art consultant Nathalie Halgand.

I

T’S EASY TO IMAGINE MOZART AND SCHUBERT

whiling away an afternoon on the red velvet banquettes at Café Frauenhuber, Vienna’s oldest coffee
shop, established in 1788. Not so much at Café Phil, a
15-minute walk away. Here, patrons chat at vintage tables
scattered among shelves filled with a thoughtful selection
of interior design tomes and Frida Kahlo biographies, sipping espressos served by cute baristas.
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Vienna is, of course, a meticulously preserved time capsule of imperial history, with its baroque palaces, Gothic
cathedrals, and storied fine-art museums. But beyond the
gilded cupolas and apple strudel slices most travelers come
for, the Austrian capital is effortlessly cool, a place where
locals take inspiration from the history around them and
layer it with their own contemporary marks. The farther
travelers venture away from the Ringstrasse – the 3.3-mile

Perfect Day at CocoCay

I M A G I N E A D AY
UNLIKE ANY OTHER

P E R F E C T DAY AT C O C O CAY — N OW O P E N F O R A DV E N T U R E
Whether you like to chill or thrill, discover a new private island where all paths lead to adventure —
Perfect Day at CocoCay is now open. Soak up the sun at the largest freshwater pool in the Caribbean,
Oasis Lagoon SM . Take in the views from up to 450 feet high in the Up, Up and Away helium balloon.
And elevate your beach day at the first overwater cabanas in The Bahamas at Coco Beach Club SM ,
opening this December. This is Perfect Day at CocoCay, only on Royal Caribbean ® .

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to learn about Virtuoso Exclusive Benefits.
2017 & 2018 VIRTUOSO

®

Best Multi-Generational
Program – Cruise

WINNER

Additional terms may apply. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for complete details. Coco Beach Club and overwater cabanas are scheduled to open December 2019. All destination features and experiences, and related delivery timing for these features,
are currently in development and are subject to change without notice. Perfect Day and CocoCay are registered trademarks of Royal Caribbean. ©2019 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ship’s Registry: The Bahamas. 19068061 • 5/13/2019
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loop that encircles Old Town – the more
modern Vienna becomes, with minimalist
art galleries in the fourth district, the seventh’s indie boutiques and airy brunch spots,
and buzzy speakeasies in the ninth.
We asked four Vienna-based creative
types to share what they love about their
city. Here, their favorite shops, restaurants,
and hidden gems – both old-school and new.
The Artist:

FRAU ISA

Murals by this graphic designer, illustrator,
and street artist adorn buildings and park
walls throughout Vienna and around the
globe. Her whimsical portraits feel straight
out of a Wes Anderson-endorsed fairy tale.
“You have the feeling that you have to be
creative here,” Isa says. “It’s in the city’s air.
The art hanging everywhere is so inspiring,
and there’s so much more inspiration in the
streets. Young artists are taking the old and
making it new.”
Museum-Hopping: “My favorite museums
are the city’s most popular ones, but that’s
because they’re really good: The Kunsthistorisches and the Imperial Treasury at the
Hofburg are amazing, and so is the Albertina and its collections from Dürer. If you’re
a fan of Gustav Klimt, visit the Belvedere.
It’s awesome.”
From top: Liechtenstein Park, the Hofburg imperial palace,
and fresh produce
at Naschmarkt.

New Wave Art: “I’m a part of the Rabbit Eye

Movement collective, and its gallery displays
great artists. Bäckerstrasse4 is another great
place to see established young artists.”
Don’t Miss: “The Naschmarkt, an open-air

market in the sixth district, with a lot of
cafés and a flea market on Saturdays. Even
more than the market, the views of the
surrounding art nouveau buildings are so
nice. My favorite coffee shop, Café Jelinek,
is nearby.”

TIP
“In the summer, visit the Grinzing wine tavern village – a
25-minute tram ride from the
city – to see Austria’s answer to
the beer hall. On a pretty day,
you can sit outside at communal
tables, drink Viennese wine, and
eat traditional snacks.”
– Ellison Poe, Virtuoso travel
advisor, Little Rock, Arkansas

old-school but still chic,” says Franziska
Fürpass-Kermani. “Viennese women are
practical – they want something elegant,
but they want it to be wearable. We’re kind
of minimalists.” She met her husband, Sia,
after graduating from Vienna’s University of Applied Arts, and the pair launched
Femme Maison, inspired by classic 1970s
French silhouettes and lifestyle. They’ve
shown at Paris Fashion Week and been
stocked in high-end boutiques around
the globe, but the duo prefer to keep their
pieces bespoke, working out of a bohemian
atelier and boutique (it’s open to clients on
Thursday afternoons and otherwise by appointment only) in the ninth district, just
around the corner from their home.
Dinner Plans: “Speakeasies are becoming
more popular in Vienna,” Sia says. “Pramerl & the Wolf used to be a very small restaurant with just five tables inside. They
remade it in a modern way, with very good
high-end cooking.”
High Fashion: “Concept shop Park in the
seventh district has a great selection of
clothing,” Franziska says.

Perfect Saturday Night: “The Birdyard Eat-

Sugar Rush: “CaffèCouture is a great place

ery and Bar is a cocktail bar and restaurant
in the eighth district, and the ground floor
is designed by a street artist I know – it’s
beautiful, and super-dark and moody.”

to grab coffee and then walk around the
first district and admire the architecture,”
Franziska says. “And in the thirteenth district, Café Dommayer has amazing sweets.
You can’t come to Vienna and not eat sweets.”

The Fashion Designers:

FRANZISKA FÜRPASS-KERMANI AND SIA KERMANI
“Vienna is classic, timeless, and elegant;
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Worth the Crowds: “The castles, especially Schönbrunn Palace. It’s so beautiful,

INSIGHT
EXPERIENCES

DELICIOUSLY
AUTHENTIC
DINING

TRAVEL AND
STAY IN STYLE

SMALLER
GROUP
CAMARADERIE

SEAMLESS,
STRESS-FREE
TRAVEL

Style & Design
➊
➋

➌
➍
1-2. Pramerl &
the Wolf and its
fermented red
cabbage, radish,
and rosemary dish.
3. A Frau Isa mural
in the seventh
district’s Josef
Strauss Park.
4. Sweets from
Altmann & Kühne.
5. Mühlbauer headwear. 6. Stephansplatz in Vienna’s
Old Town.

➏

➎

LIFE IN THE CITY
and when you know the story behind it,
it’s really magical,” Franziska says of the
UNESCO-recognized castle, the former
summer home of the Habsburg royal family.
Ninth District Gem: “There’s a lot of outdoor

space to enjoy when the weather is fine,” Sia
says. “Liechtenstein Park is two blocks away
from us. We like to work there a lot.”
The Contemporary-Art Consultant:

NATHALIE HALGAND
Art is Nathalie Halgand’s life: The lifelong
Vienna resident believes it’s possible to attend a new gallery-exhibit opening in the
city every night, and art aficionados would
likely run into her at plenty of them. The
stylish former gallery owner now runs
Young Collectors Circle, a club that encourages locals to collect contemporary art.
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Inspiring ways to explore Vienna.

STAY Since 1876, politicians, celebrities, and
sophisticated travelers have checked
into Hotel Sacher
Wien’s 152 ornate, individually decorated
rooms (some with
terraces overlooking
the city). The classic
glitz is at its peak in
the Blaue Bar, but
the hotel’s sweetest claim to fame
is Vienna’s beloved
Sacher torte dessert,
which originated
here. Hotel guests

get to bypass the line
of tourists waiting
outside for a table
in the café. Doubles
from $551, including breakfast daily
and one 30-minute
chocolate-themed
spa treatment.
Vienna’s former
Monarchy Bank building – just around the
corner from the highend boutiques on the
Kohlmarkt shopping boulevard – is
now the 143-room

Park Hyatt Vienna.
The meticulously
restored interior
includes spacious
guest rooms with
wood floors, marble
bathrooms, and
stylish art nouveau
touches; one of the
city’s most popular
cigar lounges; and a
stunning indoor pool
in the former subterranean bank vault.
Doubles from $531,
including breakfast
daily and a $100
hotel credit.

CRUISE A visit to
Vienna is standard
on practically every
Danube River sailing. Travelers spend
two pre-cruise days
exploring the city
during Avalon Waterways’ eight-day,
Vienna-to-Budapest
land adventure
and cruise on the
128-passenger Avalon Visionary. Departures: Multiple dates,
July 1, 2019, through
September 9, 2020;
from $2,378.

“The quality of life here is very good, and the
art scene can be navigated easily – it’s not
like a London or New York City,” Halgand
says. “It’s cozy, and the city’s support for the
arts is very good.”
Don’t Miss: “The Secession was an asso-

ciation and movement founded in 1897 by a
group of avant-garde artists, including Gustav Klimt. The Secession Building is beautiful, run today by young artists who decide
the program. The shows are really progressive, and full of amazing contemporary art.”

Imperial splendor:
The neo-Gothic
Votivkirche on
Vienna’s Ringstrasse.

“You have
the feeling
that you
have to be
creative here.
It’s in the
city’s air.”

The Gallery List: “The program at Gianni

Manhattan is daring and unusual; the Croy
Nielsen gallery moved here from Berlin and
is very progressive and contemporary.”
Seasonal Sips: “From April to October,

you can visit the vineyards and wineries on
the outskirts of Vienna. Many of the wine
taverns – including my favorite, Wieninger
am Nussberg – have great Brettljause, which
is a snack of cheese and charcuterie on a

wooden board, plus beautiful views looking
down on Vienna and the Danube.”
To Bring Home: “A bottle of Gemischter Satz
wine, beautifully packaged chocolates from
Altmann & Kühne, a handmade hat from
Mühlbauer, or, if you want to splurge, a pair
of tailor-made shoes from Ludwig Reiter.
They’re traditional Vienna.”

The hidden gems of Flanders are closer than you think

Flanders, Belgium with its six beautifully preserved art cities
Antwerp, Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, Leuven and Mechelen is a true gem. We are in the heart of Europe and less
than 2 hours away from Amsterdam, London, Paris and Cologne. Include Flanders on your next visit to Europe.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today

Ghent a gem for
travel insiders

In My Bag

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

1.

Malin+Goetz
moisturizer. The owners
are pals of mine, and
they seem to know what
they’re doing.

2. My Moleskine
journal is the perfect
size. I love the paper for
drawing on and the envelope in the back to stash
assorted museum tickets
and postcards.

3. Muji colored pen
sets in unique colors.
They make a mini version
that’s easy to bring along.

4.

Clarks desert boots
are comfortable and
look good with jeans, not
to mention they wear
incredibly well.

5.

Robshaw in his
Manhattan studio.

6.

A Master combo
lock for my suitcase
because it can be dangerous out there!

7. My John Robshaw
printed voile eye mask.
I need a dark, freezing
place to sleep.

8. 1/8 Takamura’s
hooded cotton jacket
is the right weight
for planes.

9. A Matt Singer bag.
He used to design for
Jack Spade. We trade
bags for sheets.

10.

The John Robshaw cotton travel robe
folds up into nothing and
comes with a bag to stuff
it into.

A vintage batik
sarong that can double
as a blanket by the pool.

1.

My Travel Essentials
John Robshaw loves Christmastime in Tbilisi and vintage-textile hunting.

7.

PORTRAIT BY BALL & ALBANESE

T

RAVEL KICK-STARTED JOHN
Robshaw’s career years ago.
The 53-year-old textile designer was working as a “sequin
mule,” as he calls it, picking up spangles
in Paris and dropping them in Mumbai
to be incorporated into dresses. Since
then, he’s built a business around luxe
bedding crafted by artisans in India. He
still travels far and wide, often with his
wife, Rachel. A Christmas adventure
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last year took him to Istanbul and to
Tbilisi in Georgia (“to revel in the decaying downtown before it becomes developed with ski resorts”). He’s been on
safari in Kenya, hiking in Egypt, and to
the “art island” of Naoshima in Japan.
“I tend to stay in places for a full week
to really get to know the city or town,”
he says. “And to dig into all the nooks
and crannies and hopefully ﬁnd some
vintage textiles, of course.”

3.

4.

#1 RIVER CRUISE LINE

#1 OCEAN CRUISE LINE

Did you know?
The world’s leading river cruise line is also
rated the world’s best ocean cruise line.

BY R I V ER & BY SE A
Only with Viking, the small ship experts.

ELEGANT SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

CULTURAL ENRICHMENT

SERENE SPACES

AL FRESCO DINING

SPACIOUS BATHROOMS

Ask about the latest offers from Viking.
To book, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

From Travel + Leisure Magazine, August 2018 © Time Inc. Affluent Media Group. Travel + Leisure ® and ‘World’s Best Awards’ are trademarks of Time Inc. Affluent Media Group and
are used under license. Travel + Leisure and Time Inc. Affluent Media Group are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Viking Cruises. CST: #2052644-40

A Baja Oasis
Blending natural beauty with authentic Mexican culture, Montage Los Cabos is an idyllic sanctuary perched
upon the premier beachfront in Cabo. Spanning 39 acres along the gentle azure waters of Santa Maria Bay,
the resort features walk-in access to the finest swimming, snorkeling and diving in the region.

FEATURED OFFER
MEXICO I LOS CABOS
MONTAGE LOS CABOS
•
•
•
•

Every 4th night free
Daily $70 USD breakfast credit
Round-trip airport transfers (for up to 5 guests)
Coastal View King room

4 nights from $1559 per person
Book now through 12/15/2019 for travel through 12/19/2019!

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
Offers valid on new bookings only. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy, except if expressly noted otherwise. Offers are subject to availability at time of
booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any),
and other restrictions may also apply. Individual offers may require purchase of Travel Smart Plan or travel waiver. Offers are not valid for Group Travel. Some booking and travel dates may
vary. Other promotions and departure dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers, where
applicable. For those properties where Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely fluctuate from time to time based on market conditions and other factors
beyond Classic Vacations control. Classic Vacations CST# 2079429-20.
217-0519
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY
HOTEL EXPERIENCES
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BALI, INDONESIA

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Katamama

Hotel del Parque

Thompson Nashville

This all-suite hotel is
decorated with timeless
midcentury pieces and
hand-finished furnishings.

Housed in a historic
nineteenth-century property,
this peaceful riverside oasis
offers a sophisticated vibe.

This boutique hotel
celebrates the vibrant energy
and classic country
soul of Nashville.

Each suite offers a king-size bed,
spacious living areas, and pieces
commissioned by Indonesian artists,
all with a focus on sustainability.
Native Balinese ingredients add
punch to cocktails served poolside
and at Akademi, and add flavor to
traditional Indonesian dishes served
in the restaurant.

Dine in Casa Julian, a fusion
restaurant with a waterfront view,
or relax with a massage in the bell
tower of a Gothic chapel. Take
wildlife walks through the lush
tropical grounds. Stay two nights or
more between now and December
31, 2019, and enjoy a traditional
cacao experience with tasting.

Bask in the warmth of midcentury
modern décor while being whisked
away by Southern charm. Situated
among the top restaurants and
shops – with two shops on property,
FRYE boots and Parish Boutique –
the hotel excites curious travelers
in the heart of Music City's posh
neighborhood, The Gulch.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Round-trip
private airport transfers.

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: 50-minute
massage for two, once per stay; and
round-trip private airport transfers.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 food and
beverage credit per stay.

ADVERTISEMENT

TAKE YOUR TRAVEL TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Discover more than 1,300 top hotels and resorts around the world
where Virtuoso travelers enjoy these exclusive amenities:
ROOM UPGRADE, WHEN AVAILABLE • BREAKFAST FOR TWO DAILY •
EARLY CHECK-IN AND LATE CHECKOUT, WHEN AVAILABLE •
COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI • VIRTUOSO AMENITY

COGNAC, FRANCE

SAINT BART'S, FRENCH WEST INDIES

BELIZE CAYES, BELIZE

Hotel Chais Monnet

Le Barthélemy Hotel & Spa

Royal Belize

Rich heritage and
contemporary luxury unite
on the banks of
the Charente River.

A luxurious
oceanfront retreat
that blends serenity
and elegance.

Escape to your own
all-inclusive private island
in one of the world’s most
impressive destinations.

Enjoy live music from local musicians
in the jazz bar and sample French
pastries during afternoon tea in
Angélique Café. Receive a private
cognac tasting and a private transfer
from Angoulême train station when
you stay a minimum of two nights
in a Junior Suite between now and
December 31, 2019.

Set on a stunning crescent bay,
this beachside escape features
interiors by celebrated designer
Sybille de Margerie and islandinspired French cuisine in
multiple venues. Enter a haven
of holistic healing at Le Spa, swim
in natural pools, and stroll along
sugar-sand beaches.

Your every whim is catered to by
a full-time staff, whether you're
enjoying the comforts of your luxury
suite or lounging on the beach. Opt
for a deep-tissue massage and linger
over meals served in a variety of
settings around the exclusive-use
private island, which hosts no more
than 16 guests at a time.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Choice of
$100-value food and beverage credit
or $100-value spa credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: $100-value
resort credit per stay; and round-trip
private airport transfers.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Choice of
private island snorkel or private
sunset cruise, once per stay.

An Unparalleled Holiday
River Cruise Experience
With visits to Christmas markets in cities like Vienna, Cologne and Budapest,
as well as onboard festivities, AmaWaterways goes above and beyond to ensure
every moment of your cruise becomes a magical memory.

Festive Christmas markets

Twin-balcony stateroom

Exquisite, locally-sourced cuisine

For More Information, See Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Voted Best River Cruise Line by Virtuoso Six Years in a Row
2012 | 2013 | 2014 | 2015 | 2016 | 2018
Voted Best Cruise Line Overall by Virtuoso, 2017

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL REPORT
News, insider insight, and an African grand tour for good.

Wildlife worth
conserving in
South Africa.

Tel Aviv Outreach

Carbon Offsetting

Sneakers with Heart

Insider Takes

African Adventure
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WHAT’S GOOD
The latest in sustainable travel.

REPORTED BY BARB SLIGL

Community

“I feel really shanti here,” a homeless girl said to the founder of
a Tel Aviv shelter for at-risk youth, and so Shanti House took
its name from the Sanskrit word for peace and tranquility.
The shelter nurtures these young people with the help of the
555-room InterContinental David Tel Aviv, which provides
Shanti’s residents with opportunities to work with the hotel
as part of their rehabilitation. The hotel also partners with a
local special-needs school, offering students an eight-month
professional culinary-training program. One of the program’s
graduates is then hired to work in the hotel kitchen – another
shanti opportunity. Doubles from $375, including breakfast
daily and a $100 dining credit.

Hotel with heart:
The InterContinental David Tel Aviv.
Above: Doing
away with plastic.

Going
Full
Gazelle
On Tanzania’s vast Serengeti plain,
site of the world’s largest terrestrial
animal migration, is the 350,000acre Singita Grumeti reserve.
There, Singita has created “lowdensity tourism with high-density
game” at its Sabora Tented Camp.
This October, the exclusive bush
experience gives wildlife viewers
a chance to weave a humanitarian
element into their safari: During
the camp’s six-day Serengeti Girls
Run, travelers explore this untamed
region on foot, with optional runs of
up to 13 miles per day over three days
(with Grumeti Fund anti-poaching
scouts and a support vehicle), as
well as a 4K fun run with local girls.
The goal is to raise $250,000 for
programs that empower girls and
women, including scholarships
at various schools, mentorship
projects, internships, environmental education, and life-skills and
enterprise-development training.
And each evening, on a guided game
drive, participants explore the
teeming Serengeti, where rhinos, elephants, leopards, and hyenas roam.
Singita Girls Run safari begins October
25; from $25,000 (includes a $16,500
donation to the Grumeti Fund).

Cruise

WASTE NOT
The Great Paciﬁc Garbage Patch
is a graphic example of what
happens when plastic waste ends
up in the ocean. To help combat
the spread of this swirling mess,
Regent Seven Seas Cruises is
introducing Vero Water puriﬁcation systems to its ﬂeet, thereby
eliminating 2 million plastic water
bottles annually. Regent is on
track to become the ﬁrst luxury
ocean-cruise line to nix single-use
plastic bottles and has already
done away with plastic straws.
It’s all part of parent company
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings’
Sail & Sustain program, which
is implementing the no-plasticstraws initiative across 26 ships
and two island destinations –
avoiding more than 50 million
straws each year.

ASK THE ADVISORS
What can travelers do to go more sustainably?
We tapped advisors on the judging panel of Virtuoso’s
Sustainable Tourism Leadership Awards for their tips.
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“Tell your advisor you value sustainability. We can connect you with local tour
operators and hotels that have sustainable practices.”
– Margarita Fedorova, Chicago

(DOLPHIN) JOÃO VIANNA/GETTY IMAGES

Youth Outreach in Tel Aviv

Environment

Bear Witness
Seeing a polar bear in the wild is a wow experience – one that may soon have an expiration date, thanks to a
changing climate. Natural Habitat Adventures’ upcoming seven-day polar bear symposium in the isolated
town of Churchill in northern Canada is a chance to see these majestic predators in the field from tundraroving vehicles. Sustainability experts, including a Nobel laureate and the World Wildlife Fund’s deputy director of international climate coordination, will join this special expedition to address the issues of a warming
Arctic. And, as part of a new companywide initiative, Nat Hab is offsetting carbon emissions from guests’ air
travel to the symposium (and for travel on all its trips), making it a 100 percent carbon-neutral adventure.
Departure: October 14, from $7,295.
Polar bears up close
in Canada.

Global Citizens

PHOTO CREDIT

NEW
GROWTH
Oﬀ Africa’s east coast
in the Indian Ocean, the
Seychelles archipelago has
beaches, jungle, coral reefs,
one of the world’s largest
tortoises – and now, pencils
that bloom. An innovative
program at Six Senses
Zil Pasyon, on the private
island of Félicité, encourages young guests to create
artwork (in a sustainability
storybook featuring the
island’s turtle and tortoise
mascots), after which the
used colored pencils – each
one holding a ﬂower or herb
seed in a water-soluble
casing – are planted by
the children to promote
recycling and horticulture.
Not only do carnations,
chia, and coriander grow,
but so does their imagination. Doubles from $1,600,
including breakfast daily and
a $200 resort credit.

“Travelers can think micro or macro when it comes to sustainability. A few micro tips: Bring your own reusable straw; use products that are easier
on the environment, such as coral-safe sunscreen; and reuse towels. When it comes to macro choices, vote with your dollar by working collaboratively with your advisor to choose the most sustainable hotel property in your destination.”
– Jessica Renshaw, Vancouver, Canada
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Global Citizens

JUNGLE SCHOOL
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ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂxpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂRﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂMﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂ
Lﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬁﬂ ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂ
ﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂMﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂzﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂxpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂvﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂHﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂvﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
(ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂMﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂTﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ)ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂzﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂkﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬀﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂvﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂWﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂjﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂpﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂDoubles from $1,098, including breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

Mashpi Lodge:
Making kids into
planet warriors.

Environment

Carbon Offsets Demystified
“Carbon offsets are considered the last thing to do on the sustainability chain,” says Costas Christ, Virtuoso’s global strategist for sustainability. That means travelers should first take other steps to decrease their carbon footprint, such as booking a hotel that supports robust energy-conservation efforts or traveling with a tour
company that embraces sustainability best practices, including no plastic water bottles (plastic is a fossil fuel product that contributes heavily to emissions). Then
travelers can turn to carbon offsets, programs that help compensate for emissions by funding projects that reduce carbon going into the atmosphere. Christ suggests buying carbon offsets as a reasonable way to counteract the footprint of air travel – but only through reputable organizations. Two he recommends: U.S.-based
Native Energy and Europe-based MyClimate.

“Resort boutiques often stock locally made items that directly
beneﬁt the community. Also, switching off your room’s lights and
AC when you’re out and about will reduce energy consumption.”
– Dayana Brooke, Sydney, Australia
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“Eat local. Don’t seek out familiar foods from home, which may
have been ﬂown in. We want to not only visit the sights, but also
give back to communities by supporting them.”
– Hui Juan Lim, Singapore

Packing List

Steps in the Right Direction
Sneakers to pack in good conscience.

(BOTTLES) TALEVR/GETTY IMAGES

500
The ﬁne, in euros,
Capri will levy on
anyone toting bags
or water bottles
made from plastic.
The Italian island,
which contends
with some 2.3
million annual visitors,
has recently banned
single-use plastics
in an attempt
to keep this
Mediterranean
paradise pristine.

Everlane recently pledged to go virgin-plastic-free, and the soles on
these leather dad sneakers are 94.2 percent devoid of the stuff. The
Trainer, $98, everlane.com

1.

Allbirds’ notoriously comfy kicks incorporate sustainable wool,
laces made from recycled plastic, and a company commitment to
carbon neutrality. Women’s Wool Runners, $95, allbirds.com.

2.

A social enterprise masquerading as a bona ﬁde fashion sensation,
Veja uses natural rubber that helps preserve Amazonian rain forest –
and the livelihoods of residents there and throughout Brazil, where its
production facilities are. SDU Hexa, $111, veja-store.com.

3.

“Look for ways to give back during your vacation, especially when you’re traveling with kids. Participate in a beach cleanup, bring supplies to a local
school, or embark on a larger fund-raising project. There’s no better way to connect and show gratitude for the gift of travel than to do something to
enrich the lives of others. Many hotels and tour operators have relationships with local charities and can facilitate a give-back opportunity.”
– Hedy Marks, Atlanta
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PLANET PROTECTORS
Five industry insiders on how they’re using travel to make the world
a better place. INTERVIEWS BY COSTAS CHRIST

Laura Turner Seydel

Undraa Buyannemekh

Co-owner, Ted Turner Reserves

President, Nomadic Expeditions

GROWING UP AS TED TURNER’S
daughter, my childhood was ﬁlled
with learning about nature. My father is a conservation champion
who leads by example: We’d go
for walks when I was young, and
he’d teach me not to be afraid of
bugs or the sounds and smells of
nature in the forest. “We need to
save everything,” he frequently
said, and he taught me that small
actions add up. He would stop
to pick up litter on our walks and
then explain the importance of
protecting the environment.
Although my father is perhaps
best known as the founder of
CNN, he’s especially proud of
launching Captain Planet and the
Planeteers, a cartoon series educating children about the importance of saving the earth, seen
by millions of kids worldwide.
He also established the Captain
Planet Foundation to support
youth environmental education
and funded numerous wildlife
documentaries and Jacques
Cousteau ﬁlms. He bought up
large ranches in North America
to rewild habitat, restore ecosystems, and save endangered
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species, such as the American
bison. That led to the creation of
Ted Turner Reserves, which now
consist of more than 1 million
acres of spectacular landscapes,
ranging from snowcapped peaks
to arid deserts.
I’m most proud of my father's
work with a $1 billion donation
to establish the United Nations
Foundation, which promotes
global health, nuclear disarmament, and conservation
of wildlife, including critically
endangered species such as the
Mexican gray wolf. Visitors can
see his conservation work up
close at Ted Turner Reserves,
which have the largest bison
herds on private land in the
world. I’ve just returned from
three days at Vermejo, a Ted
Turner Reserve located on the
New Mexico-Colorado border,
where you can just feel stress
melt away. It’s like having your
own private national park. It’s
healing and rejuvenating being
surrounded by such majestic
natural beauty, truly a place
where the buffalo roam and the
deer and the antelope play.

GROWING UP IN MONGOLIA, I
spent my summers herding animals with my grandparents, who
lived a nomadic life in the countryside. It’s safe to say that the spirit
of my family is the reason that
travel has always been important
to me, and why today I’m proud to
help lead a company committed
to Mongolia’s stunning nature and
ancient cultures.
While roughly 500,000 travelers visited Mongolia last year,
the government has declared
a goal of increasing this to 2
million tourists annually. With
that kind of growth, it’s crucial to
protect our natural ecosystems
and nomadic way of life – the
very things visitors also come to
experience – while creating jobs
for local people.
This is one of the reasons
I’m excited about the ecolodge
we’re building in Karakorum,
the Mongolian capital during
Genghis Khan’s time, to complement our ﬂagship Gobi Desert
lodge. Nomadic Expeditions
strives to help shape Mongolia’s
tourism industry by example,
sharing best practices with other

lodges and tour operators in
the country. One of our greatest
successes is the Golden Eagle
Festival, which we established
to preserve ancient Mongolian
falconry traditions and have
helped support over the past
two decades. As one of the
few female travel executives in
Mongolia, it’s important for me
to empower other young women
to succeed. I’m particularly
proud that our support for the
festival has opened the door for
girls and women to participate in
this cultural practice: One such
story is told in the award-winning
documentary The Eagle Huntress, which demonstrates how
tourism can be a force for good.
Sustainability is at the heart
of our business, but it’s also
important to me personally.
When I travel, I choose hotels
that care about the environment,
and I only purchase souvenirs
made by local artisans. I tend to
be a minimalist and like to donate
anything I’m not using or don’t
need. That’s the nomadic spirit I
was raised with: Travel lightly, and
care about the places you visit.

The TRAVEL+LEISURE
Nine -Time Winner
Tim Mapes
Chief marketing and communications officer,
Delta Air Lines

A safari is unlike any other experience and
Micato Safaris is unlike any other company:
For every safari sold, we send a child to school.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details

PEOPLE OF ALL AGES AND FROM ALL
corners of the world want to see the
planet we live on. At Delta, we do more
than simply get you there or bring you
back; we want to protect our planet while
connecting all of the people and cultures
that make life on it so amazing.
Our many sustainability initiatives
include lowering our carbon footprint, reducing waste, and recycling. For example,
we’ve recycled more than 3 million pounds
of aluminum from onboard waste and used
the proceeds from recycled drink cans to
fund Habitat for Humanity homes, built
by Delta employees. We even recycled
employee uniforms through Looptworks
when we introduced the new Zac Posen
collection last year. Since 2013, Delta
has voluntarily purchased over 12 million
carbon offsets, which is equivalent to the
annual emissions from 1.7 million cars.
As for my family, my wife, Mary, serves
on the board of the Jane Goodall Institute
and works with Goodall and her team to
advance awareness of what we can all
do to protect animals, humanity, and the
environment. Our home was designed
and constructed to be EarthCraft Gold
certified, we drive a hybrid SUV, and we
financially support environmental organizations. Every day we’re reminded that
we all can and should be doing more.
2018 VIRTUOSO
®

Most Engaged
Community Partner

WINNER
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“Sustainability commitments shouldn’t arise
out of fear of a grim future but rather
out of love and gratitude for our natural environment.”

Michelle Devlin

Julián Guerrero Orozco

General manager, The Egerton House,
and sustainability leader, Red Carnation Hotels

Vice president of tourism,
ProColombia

SUSTAINABILITY IS BECOMing the new normal. It’s clearly
of increasing importance to
our hotel guests. For example,
the idea of not changing bed
sheets and towels daily is no
longer inconsistent with ﬁve-star
service – it’s something our
guests expect. Red Carnation
Hotels was one of the earliest
hotel groups to offer this option
to conserve water and reduce
use of detergents. Any ﬁnancial
savings we reap from laundering
less, we donate to local charities.
Guest behaviors are changing
in other ways too. Increasingly,
they arrive with their own reusable water bottles and ask us
to ﬁll them, and they’re glad to
hear that we’re not only reducing
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single-use plastics, but that we’ll
remove them entirely from our
hotel collection by 2022. We’re
now asked questions on issues
such as food miles and recycling,
and I can only envisage that travelers will challenge the hospitality industry to do even more in
the future.
Part of our mission is to
make a positive impact in local
communities, to protect wildlife
and marine life, and to care
for the planet we all call home.
There needs to be a change in
the travel industry’s notion of
sustainability as an add-on to it
being a standard part of operations. I actually think sustainability and exceptional guest service
are inseparable.

IT WAS THE COMBINATION OF
living in Bogotá but spending
most of my free time exploring
nature at my family’s farm that
instilled in me a connection with
nature that’s become my deﬁning character trait.
Colombia is one of only 17
countries considered to be
megadiverse. We have 98 different ecosystems across ﬁve
regions: the Caribbean Sea,
the Paciﬁc Ocean, the Andean
mountains, the Amazon, and
the Orinoco River Basin. For me,
sustainability commitments
shouldn’t arise out of fear of a
grim future but rather out of
love and gratitude for our natural environment, based on the
understanding that we are one
with nature. That’s the reason I
make personal choices such as
taking public transport, planting
trees, and advocating for sustainable tourism practices.
Tourism has played a positive
role in the construction of peace
in Colombia. It not only offers
people the possibility to work

and generate income, but it’s
also an opportunity to reframe
a tragic past with a reconciliation narrative. ProColombia has
played an active role supporting communities around the
country with the development
of tourism projects, such as a
river-rafting company set up by
former guerrilla members.
We’ve also launched an innovative campaign that focuses
on music as an expression of
Colombia´s diversity. With 23
Colombian artists, we produced
13 songs and music videos inspired by destinations from the
country’s different regions. We
produced the ﬁrst-ever white
paper on music and tourism for
the UN World Tourism Organization last year, titled “Music
Is the New Gastronomy.” With
the organization, we’re now
creating a global music tourism
network. We also produced The
Birders, a documentary about
bird-watching in Colombia that
includes original music by ﬁve
artists inspired by bird songs.

Advertisement

Adventure and
Discovery
in Otago,
New Zealand

By Simona D.,
Swain Destinations
Queenstown
Wild Wire Wanaka

Tales from our Travels
I started my Otago adventure with a Wild
Wire Wanaka experience, climbing hundreds
of feet to the top of a waterfall and admiring
the gorgeous views around me. Although it
was as easy as climbing a ladder, the sense of
exhilaration it provided was unmatched.

Featuring stunning scenery, the
Otago region of New Zealand offers
mountains, vast plains, dramatic rivers
and remote beaches. It provides an
alternative to more heavily populated
northern areas, and is known for its
distinct South Island lifestyle.

Then, I traveled past acres of vineyards to
arrive at Cloudy Bay Shed, a great place to
sample the best locally produced wines. The
stunning views of the Otago countryside paired
perfectly with Cloudy Bay’s most popular wines
and a five-course farm-to-table meal.
My next adventure, the Nevis Catapult,
illustrated why Queenstown is called “the
adventure capital of the world.” It provided an
extraordinary vantage point to view the Nevis
Canyon, along with a mix of elation and fear
that only comes when you are at the edge of a
roller coaster drop.

Nevis Catapult

About Swain Destinations
For over 30 years, Swain Destinations has
been creating personalized adventures
to the world's most unique destinations.
Whatever your interests and style may be,
our travel experts ensure you not only visit a
destination, but truly experience it.

For my final Queenstown experience, I took
the Skyline Gondola up the mountainside for
a bird's eye view of the city. Enjoying a flat
white and looking out over Lake Wakatipu
was the perfect way to end my stay in Otago.
Lake Wakatipu, Queenstown

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and start planning today!
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INTO AFRICA
A sustainably minded grand tour of the continent.
Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch and his wife, Jessica Upchurch, Virtuoso’s sustainability ambassador, headed to Africa recently for
more than three weeks of exploration, family time, and wildlife viewing with their sons: Clay, age 14, and Benji, age 10. Here, a look at
their four-country, sustainability-focused itinerary – along with insights on the experience from the family and safari insiders.

THEIR
HOSTS
WILDERNESS SAFARIS

Owns and operates
more than 50 camps
throughout Botswana,
Kenya, Namibia, Rwanda,
Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
Founded in 1983.
SINGITA Owns 15 lodges
and camps in South
Africa, Zimbabwe, and
Rwanda. Founded in 1993.
MICATO SAFARIS

Respected family-run
safari operator in
southern and East Africa.
Founded in 1966.
ME TO WE A social

enterprise founded in
2009 to provide domestic and international
economic opportunities
to WE Charity. WE Charity empowers communities to lift themselves
out of poverty through a
holistic, sustainable international development
model called WE Villages
in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America.

Day 1

SOUTH AFRICA
Arrive in Johannesburg.
Day 2

BOTSWANA

The Upchurch family
with Micato Safaris’
Anna Pinto (at left) and
ME to WE staff
in Kenya.
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Transfer to Wilderness Safaris’
Little Vumbura Camp, located
on an island in the lush Okavango Delta. Wilderness Safaris,
a bellwether of sustainable
tourism, is deeply invested in
conserving and restoring African

wilderness and wildlife. Since
the late 1980s, the company has
operated the Wilderness Wildlife
Trust, an organization dedicated
to animal conservation, community empowerment, and antipoaching efforts. Wilderness
Safaris also supports the nonproﬁt Children in the Wilderness,
which educates African children
about caring for their environment. Last year the company
contributed an estimated $14.7
million to conservation through
its various projects.

“At Wilderness Safaris, we
believe that purpose is the most
important element of today’s
safari experiences. Superb local
hospitality, delicious food with a
local ﬂair, and beautiful camps
built with a light eco-footprint
in extraordinary wilderness
locations are a given; what we
believe in is offering life-changing journeys with a purpose –
journeys that inspire our guests
and help drive positive change in
the world.” – Keith Vincent, CEO,
Wilderness Safaris

Days 3-5

BOTSWANA
Game drives and exploration
at Little Vumbura Camp.

From top: Zebras at Kruger
National Park, Singita Sweni
Lodge, and Benji Upchurch at
Singita Sweni.

Days 6-8

“Most people, of course, want
to do the ‘big five,’ but Benji was
adamant about seeing the termite mounds. We have so many
pictures of him with termite
mounds! We came to find out,
the termites are critical to the
ecosystems of this area. Seeing
them brought us back to the idea
of the big and the small. The big
things – the elephants and the
rhinos – all matter, but so do
the termites and the insects. In
sustainability too, all of our small
actions add up to a big impact.”
– Jessica Upchurch

ZIMBABWE
Game drives and local community experiences at Linkwasha Camp.
“It was really powerful going into
the village and seeing how Wilderness Safaris serves its actual
needs. They've built a real rapport
with the local villages and they
have been able to bring young
people into tourism.” – Jessica
Days 8-11

SOUTH AFRICA
“Even being little, you can make
a big impact.” – Benji Upchurch
Day 5

ZIMBABWE
Transfer to Wilderness Safaris’
Linkwasha Camp, on a private
concession at the southeastern
corner of Hwange National Park.

(ZEBRAS) FOTO4440/GETTY IMAGES

“One of our favorite guides here,
Sam, told us his father was
ashamed he wanted to be a guide.
But when he arrived home as
the first owner of a vehicle in his
village, his father was immensely
proud. Seeing Sam tear up telling us his story was a moving
reminder of the positive impact
of travel on the smallest of local
economies.” – Matthew Upchurch

Singita Sweni, Kruger National Park. Singita was founded

expressly for the purpose of conserving wildlife. Today, the group
helps protect more than 1 million
acres throughout Africa and
gives back to local communities
through education, enterprise
development, and environmental
training designed to minimize
poaching by providing locals with
economic opportunities.
“Our guests have exclusive
access to some of the most
pristine wilderness areas on the
continent – a direct result of
our 100-year purpose to protect
and preserve Africa’s wilderness
for future generations. Joining
hands with our conservation
partners in the various regions
where we operate, we’re able to
achieve extraordinary successes
in wildlife conservation and
community partnerships, which
in turn benefits our guests, who
experience the wildlife in all its
natural glory when they visit our
lodges.” – Luke Bailes, founder
and chairman, Singita
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Days 11-15

SOUTH AFRICA
Singita Boulders Lodge on the
banks of the Sand River in the
Sabi Sand Game Reserve.
Leopards, lions, rhinos, elephants, and many other species
make appearances during game
drives from this lodge in the
country’s northern reaches.
“Every aspect of how we design,
build, and operate our lodges is
guided by the One Planet Living
sustainability framework set
out by the UK-based charity and
social enterprise Bioregional.
This commitment encompasses
a range of measures that ensure
we tread lightly on the earth and
is woven into everything from our
staff culture to carefully designed
guest experiences, as well as our
farm-to-table food, solar power
plants, and sustainable supply
chains. It’s a culture that seeps
into every aspect of our operations – from general managers to
housekeepers – and goes largely
unseen by guests.” – Luke Bailes
“A big initiative for Singita is their
culinary school. Matthew and I are
now supporting a student through
this school. Philanthropically, we
made contributions all along the
way on this trip. Our philosphy is
that the companies we work with
are doing great things that make
huge impacts, so we don’t need
to reinvent the wheel. We can
work with people who are already
doing the right things to fulﬁll true
needs in the world.” – Jessica
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become more

Day 15

KENYA
Transfer to Nairobi, Kenya, for the Micato
Safaris portion of the trip, beginning at
Giraffe Manor, where resident Rothschild’s
giraffes occasionally pop their heads in
first-floor windows. Micato’s long-standing
commitment to sustainability permeates
everything it does, from the company’s
charitable arm, AmericaShare, to its staff’s
emphasis on environmental best practices
(all safari directors are university-educated
wildlife specialists). Micato was one of the first
safari companies in Kenya to recycle plastic
water bottles and is in the process of switching entirely to glass – and for every safari it
sells, it sends a child to primary school.

Travel should be a
dazzling experience.
Allianz Global Assistance can give you
confidence that you and your travel
investments are secure—so you can focus
on soaking up all the splendor around you.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to protect your next adventure.

“During our 50 years in business, we’ve tried
hard to partner with the safari camps and lodges
who most share our environmental ethos.”
– Anna Pinto, executive director, Micato Safaris
Day 16

KENYA
Lunch with sponsored children at Giraffe
Manor and a visit to the Sheldrick Wildlife Trust.
“We had lunch with two kids we’ve sponsored
through AmericaShare, Dennis and Elizabeth.
We’ve been sponsoring Dennis for nine years,
and he’ll graduate from high school this year.
It’s given him a solid education, plus room and
board. One of the joys of this sponsorship is exchanging letters with the kids, as well as seeing
Dennis and Clay click in person. – Jessica
“Visiting Giraffe Manor was incredible, especially because my father, Jesse, donated the
land where the Giraffe Centre is located today.
Clay and Benji loved hanging out there with
Dennis and Elizabeth. Watching them laughing, getting past their shyness with each other
while a giraffe looked over their shoulders – it
doesn’t get any better!” – Matthew

Clockwise from left: Jessica
Upchurch at Giraffe Manor, Clay
and Benji Upchurch with a Maasai
warrior, Benji at Singita’s cooking
school, and Singita Boulders Lodge.

Terms, conditions, and exclusions apply. Plan(s) underwritten by BCS Insurance Company or Jefferson Insurance
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Day 17

KENYA
Transfer to the Maasai Mara
for ME to WE activities. These
included a visit to WE College in
the Maasai Mara, which allows
students to pursue a postsecondary education; a tour of
Bogani Tented Camp and a hike
with a Maasai warrior to learn
about medicinal herbs; and a
visit to Baraka Hospital.
“ME to WE trips create sustainable, positive change in the
communities we work with and
the opportunity to form genuine, organic connections with
community members who we’re
honored to call family. They welcome travelers into their homes
and lives, inviting them to explore
their culture in the most immersive way. ME to WE partner communities have hosted more than
40,000 travelers since 2002.
Over the years, the contributions of ME to WE travelers have
directly supported WE Charity in
establishing two full-service clinics and one hospital in the Narok
region of Kenya; the construction of three high schools and
one college, with accompanying
scholarships, providing education to 11,500 Kenyan students
in 24 Maasai Mara communities;
and many more projects creating
impacts in countries around the
world.” – Roxanne Joyal, CEO,
ME to WE

From top: Clay
Upchurch at Ol Jogi
Ranch, the ribbon
cutting at the Virtuoso
Upchurch Learning
Centre, and the family
at WE College.
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“The existence of Baraka Hospital means that, for the first
time in this area, women who
are having issues in childbirth
have a place to go. They can still
do a home birth, which is what a
lot of women want, but if there’s
a need, they have a place to go.
They can get good prenatal care
here too.” – Jessica
Days 17-22

KENYA
The Micato safari resumes at
Ol Jogi Ranch, where photo ops
included a family portrait with
an elephant.
“My school has a charitable
giving program where we can
nominate organizations for donations. I love animals, and I was
so amazed by the anti-poaching
program at Ol Jogi, For Rangers,
that when I came home I advocated to get $3,000 donated to
their efforts.” – Clay Upchurch
Day 22

KENYA
Transfer to Mukuru in Nairobi
for a ribbon-cutting ceremony at the Virtuoso Upchurch
Learning Centre.
“My family has long believed
that the most powerful tool for
sustainable change in Africa
is education – not just of our
travelers, but within the communities where we travel. That’s
why for every safari we sell,
through the Micato One for One
Commitment, we send a child
to school. It’s why our nonprofit
foundation, AmericaShare,
is dedicated to educational
and community outreach. Our
friends at Virtuoso, including
Matthew and Jessica Upchurch,
have played a major role in
these efforts through their

funding of a special-needs classroom in
Nairobi’s Mukuru slum and sponsoring
children for boarding school in the MicatoAmericaShare School Sponsorship Programme. Whenever Virtuoso travelers are on
safari with Micato, they’re doing a great deal
to support educational and sustainability
efforts in Africa.” – Anna Pinto

T R AV E L W I T H
N AT I O N A L G E O G R A P H I C

Presentation of lacrosse equipment at
the Harambee Centre.
“We brought a donation of lacrosse equipment over to the Harambee Centre. That
was one of the things that Clay really wanted to do. We got to play with the kids there
too. We’ve always found that a ball is a great
way for kids to interact out in the world.”
– Jessica
Visit to Huru International, a program
for which Micato is a major donor. The

organization manufactures and distributes
reusable sanitary pads to young girls and
has helped 165,000 young women stay in
school during their periods.
“It’s so empowering for these young women
to have access to these resources and to
feel like they can continue on with their
lives.” – Jessica
Overnight at Hemingways Nairobi hotel,
a 45-suite, plantation-style property in the
suburb of Karen.
Day 23

KENYA
Visit with two newly sponsored children
(through AmericaShare) before departing
for home.
“Taking such valued time together as a family
was delightful and memorable. We slowed
down, had two-hour lunches, and connected
with each other and those around us. It was
magical.” – Jessica
“Since I was a child, I’ve felt that Africa is
magical, so seeing our boys transformed by
the destination was also magical. You leave
Africa, but Africa never leaves you.”
– Matthew

Hundreds of trips, over 80 countries, every continent.
Safaris, private jet trips, photography expeditions, and more.

For more information or to book a National Geographic Expedition
contact your travel advisor.
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Our Favorite Neighborhoods

where
WE

WANT

TO BE

Around the world
via 13 of its coolest
neighborhoods.

place, we want to know
how locals spend Saturday mornings, where to
find the unassuming food cart
with the most amazing tamales ever, and which gorgeous
townhouse-lined street is going
to make us seriously consider
packing up everything and moving there for good. In short, we
fall in love with a city through
its best neighborhoods. We
asked Virtuoso Life writers who
have lived and worked around
the world to share their favorite
ones for this story. Here are their
odes to beloved locales, and our
advice for how to discover each
one on your own.
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PHOTO CREDIT

If

IT’S OUR FIRST TIMe IN A NEW

Clockwise from top
left: Grandpa, Bar
Agrikultur, Stockholm
city views, and a Södermalm snack break.
Opposite: Café Pascal.

Södermalm, Stockholm
STOCKHOLM IS INNATELY
cool, and nowhere is the Swedish style quotient higher than
in this southern island district.
Everything here is buzzworthy,
but what makes Södermalm
timeless is its hidden gems,
from the canalside boules pitch
open only in summer to the
tiny antiques shops with amazing vinyl selections hidden in
their basements. Here, how
to spend a day exploring the
neighborhood like a local.
11 am: Start on the scenic
northern waterfront at
Fotografiska, a photography
museum where contemporary
exhibitions from the likes of
Irving Penn and Charlotte
Gyllenhammar are considered
required cultural consumption
among savvy Södermalmers.
1 pm: Grab lunch at Café Pascal – the only thing better than
the creamy salmorejo (chilled

tomato soup) and grilled
Reuben sandwiches at this new
neighborhood bakery is the
people-watching from sunny
sidewalk tables.
3 pm: This boutique-dense
neighborhood is a shopper’s
dream. Scoop up Scandinavian fashions at Grandpa,
browse all-natural skincare
products at L:a Bruket,
admire coveted ceramics and
glassware in the showroom of
designer Carina Seth Andersson, and shop for Italianmade sandals and handbags at
ATP Atelier.
6 pm: Finish the day with a gin
and tonic at the intimate Bar
Agrikultur. The bar’s gins
come from a Södermalm distillery, and the inventive small
plates – cured venison, pea
sprouts with cod roe – mirror
the Scandinavian seasons.
– Ingrid K. Williams

CLARA TUMA

STAY Checking into the Lydmar Hotel – a 46-room property across
the water from Södermalm – feels like moving into your own tastefully decorated Stockholm townhouse. Doubles from $396, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.
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STAY Located on the Passeig de Gràcia – the main boulevard that

Gràcia, Barcelona

connects Barcelona’s city center with Gràcia – the 271-room
Majestic Hotel & Spa lures guests with its Catalonian cuisine,
rooftop bar, and extensive Spanish art collection. Doubles from
$380, including breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

IN SOME WAYS, BARCELONA
is a collection of small towns netted together in the nineteenth
century after the construction
of the Eixample, a mile-wide
grid of streets radiating from the
medieval Old City. To the north
there’s La Vila de Gràcia (the
village of Gràcia), with its narrow
streets, squares that double as
playgrounds, and small specialty
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shops selling everything from
dried beans to vintage handbags. Mass tourism has wrought
substantial change on parts of
Barcelona over the past decade,
but, remarkably, Gràcia has
managed to retain its distinct
identity, strong Catalan pride,
and small-town atmosphere.
I’ve lived in Barcelona for
more than 20 years, and Gràcia’s

balance of feeling global and
decisively local is what keeps me
coming back week after week.
Shoppers stock their larders
with goods from the 131-year-old
Llibertat food market, while
families gather at the marble
counters in the Quimet and Lo
Pinyol bodegas for a pre-lunch
vermouth on Saturdays. For all
its tradition, Gràcia is a little

new wave too: It’s home to Cines
Verdi and Verdi Park, the city’s
best “original version” cinemas;
restaurants such as (my favorite)
Somodó, which offers a Japanese
chef’s creative take on Mediterranean cuisine; and the gorgeous
café SlowMov, one of the few
places in Barcelona that serves
pour-over coffees (and roasts its
own beans). – Jeff Koehler

SIVAN ASKAYO

Old-school flavor with a dash of cosmopolitan cool.

Gràcia Pro Tips
Coffee order: Un tallat (an espresso
“cut” with milk) at Café Salambó.
Happy-hour haunts: Bobby Gin, Old
Fashioned Gin Tonic & Cocktail Bar,
and Elephanta for gintònics.
Don’t miss: The Festa Major de
Gràcia in August is one of Barcelona’s
best street festivals.
Instagram stop: The refurbished
Casa Vicens, Gaudí’s first residential
project – and this issue’s cover star.

PHOTO CREDIT

Clockwise from top
left: Casa Vicens, an
Elephanta gintònic,
Plaça de la Vila
de Gràcia, and Lo
Pinyol. Opposite:
Staples at Llibertat
food market.
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Sakyo-Ku
and
Higashiyama,
Kyoto
BEST FOR: Finding solitude and
nature in the middle of the city.

Spring sakura
(cherry blossom)
showers on the
Philosopher's Path.

GO Travel advisors can work with Windows to Japan, a Virtuoso
on-site tour connection in the country, to customize a privately
guided Philosopher’s Path excursion, which might include a stop
at a local pottery collector’s gallery for a visit and sake tasting.
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An ideal way to neighborhoodhop in Kyoto is to walk the
Philosopher’s Path, a serene,
mile-long trail that leads
travelers through the bustling
Sakyo-Ku ward and into the
Higashiyama historic district.
Flanking a cherry-tree-lined
canal, it offers a glimpse into
the city’s rich culture. Begin at
the Silver Pavilion (home to a
striking Zen garden) and stroll
along the water; depending
on the season, surroundings
promise snowfalls of cherry
blossom petals or stands of
fiery-leaved maple trees. A mile
may seem short, but signposts
invite an array of detours to
temples, artists’ workshops,
teahouses, and snack stands.
– Gayle Keck

Kings Cross,
Sydney
BEST FOR: Trendsetters on
a quest for matcha lattes and
hipster hangouts.

(GRANDIFLORA) DAVID WHEELER /TRUNK ARCHIVE, (CAPE TOWN) PIL-ART/GETTY IMAGES

Kings Cross is a tiny eastern
inner-city area with a raucous
history (it’s Sydney’s former
red-light district) and a popular
nightlife scene. For daytime
exploration, join locals walking
their pugs and grabbing coffee
at the Kings Cross Organic
Food Market. Nearby, Macleay
Street is the heart of hip, with
shops full of niche perfumes,
Fornasetti plates, and Missoni
towels, plus arrangements
of waratah and pink flowering
gum at Grandiflora. Diners
rave about the tagliatelle with
brisket ragù at Fratelli Paradiso, the green tea soft-serve
at Cho Cho San, and the Rum
Blazer cocktail at The Roosevelt. One thing’s for sure:
You won’t leave Kings Cross
hungry. – Susan Skelly

STAY The 140-room InterContinental Sydney Double Bay – a fiveminute car ride east of Kings Cross
and the city’s only luxury hotel
outside the Central Business District – promises a laid-back, local
place to spend the night. Doubles
from $158, including an upgrade
(if available) at time of booking,
breakfast daily, and a $100
dining credit.
From top: Grandiflora
in Kings Cross and
Victorian influence in
Cape Town’s CBD.

Tip “Macleay on Manning is a fantastic home store that stocks unusual and eclectic items from all over

the world – jewelry, fragrances, office supplies, and more. It’s always a great place to browse.” – Stuart Reay,
Virtuoso travel advisor, Sydney

Central
Business
District,
Cape Town
BEST FOR: Feeling like you’re in
the middle of it all.
When I moved from the Cape
Town suburbs to a downtown
high-rise on Adderley Street
a few years ago, my decision
elicited more than a few raised
eyebrows – the Central Business District used to be an area
to avoid after dark. Thanks to
a steady rejuvenation over the
past ten years, the colorful,
always buzzing CBD is now my
favorite part of the city. There’s
so much variety, from new
cafés opening every month on
Buitenkant and Harrington
streets (don’t miss Swan Café
and Belly of the Beast) to the
calls for prayer echoing from the
rainbow-bright mosques in the
Bo-Kaap quarter. The neighborhood’s striking Victorian and
Cape Dutch buildings are just as
likely to house an artisanal chocolatier (hello, Honest Chocolate)
as they are a takeaway joint with
a line out the door. The CBD is
the most diverse and dynamic
part of Cape Town, and its beating heart. – Sarah Khan

CRUISE Spend time in the CBD before boarding Oceania Cruises’
684-passenger Nautica for a
15-day, round-trip-from-Cape
Town sailing, which includes calls
elsewhere in South Africa, as well
as in Namibia and Mozambique.
Departure: January 6, 2020;
from $3,499.
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Palermo, Buenos Aires
NO EVENING OUT IN
Buenos Aires is complete
without a stop in Palermo.
This nearly seven-square-mile
barrio knits together the best
of the city in various microneighborhoods that brim with
effortlessly fun locales and
vibrant nightlife. From day
to night, here’s one way to get
your bearings in B.A.’s most
exciting district.
11 am: Your travel advisor can
work with Mai1O, a Virtuoso
on-site tour connection in
Argentina, to customize an
array of chic Palermo pursuits. One idea: Visit leafy
Palermo Viejo with local
aesthete Catalina Sanchez
Barrenechea. She has insider
access to the studios of artist
Leandro Erlich and jewelry
maker Inés Bonadeo, as well
as to artisan boutiques such
as Arte Étnico Argentino
and Casa Ayma, known for
handmade textiles and crafts.

Don Julio for fried empanadas
and juicy entraña (skirt steak),
paired with a velvety Argentinian malbec from the restaurant’s
14,000-bottle wine cellar.
4 pm: Visit the Museo de Arte
Latinoamericano de Buenos
Aires (MALBA) to browse
more than 200 artworks from
icons including Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, and Antonio Berni.
8 pm: After dinner at Proper,
housed in an unmarked former
mechanic’s garage, head to
subterranean Uptown & the
Bronx for a taste of the city’s
speakeasy cocktail scene.
Those in the mood to tango can
dance with locals at La Milonguita. – Nora Walsh

1 pm: For a true parrilla (steak
house) experience, head to

de Pulgas, a great place to find
vintage furniture. Afterward, take
a picture in front of the Frida
Kahlo mural and wander through
Palermo’s public parks.” – Sofia
de Kemmeter, Virtuoso travel
advisor, Buenos Aires
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Clockwise from top: Arte
Étnico Argentino, a Palermo
spin, and the MALBA.

YADID LEVY

Tip “Don’t miss the Mercado

Bandra West,
Mumbai
MOST FIRST-TIME VISITORS
to Mumbai focus on the southern part of the city, where most
of the monuments and grand
boulevards are concentrated.
Fair enough. But make a little
time for the northern coastal
suburb of Bandra West, with its
trendy restaurants, hyperlocal
shopping, and a solid chance
of rubbing shoulders with Bollywood royalty. Here’s an ideal
one-day introduction:

STAY The landmark 543-room Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai
overlooks the Gateway of India. It’s a 45-minute drive
north to Bandra West, but the hotel can arrange for a
private car and driver. Doubles from $242, including
breakfast daily and a $100 hotel credit.

11 am: The main draw at the
Taj Mahal Tea House is the
expansive tea list, but the food
holds its own here too. Settle in
and tuck into a butter chicken
sandwich or lamb kebab salad.
2 pm: Wend your way through
the former fishing villages of
Chimbai and Ranwar before
swinging by the Bandra outpost
of Kulture Shop – a collective
of contemporary Indian artists
and graphic designers – for
framed prints and tote bags.

MOHSIN TARA

6 pm: The Bandstand Promenade is where all of Bandra
converges for sunset. Walk
along the water to the Castella
de Aguada (Bandra Fort) for
impressive views of the BandraWorli Sea Link bridge and the
Mumbai skyline beyond.

Clockwise from top:
Downtown Mumbai beckons, the Taj Mahal Tea
House, and Kulture Shop.

8 pm: Canadian-born chef
Kelvin Cheung has a lock on
Mumbai dining: Reservations
for his Sunday brunch at Bastian are hard to come by, while
his One Street bar upstairs is
the place to be for spiced Moscow mules. – Sarah Khan
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West Village,
New York City

WEST VILLAGE
PRO TIPS
Coffee order: A
flat white at the
Australian-inspired
Bluestone Lane.

In the city that never
sleeps, this corner
sure is a dream.
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It’s 8 pm; you
should be: Waiting
for your table at
Café Cluny.
Only locals know:
The best nightly
show in town is at
the Marie’s Crisis
piano bar.

STAY A residential-style retreat and popular local hangout since
Robert De Niro opened it in 2008, the 88-room Greenwich
Hotel is a quick walk south in Tribeca. Doubles from $595,
including breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

Clockwise from top:
Three Lives & Company,
Buvette, and a West
Village street made
for strolling.

(BOOKSTORE AND COFFEE) BALL & ALBANESE, (STREET) SIVAN ASKAYO

IF I WERE DIRECTING MY
own movie, I’d set a romantic
comedy in the West Village
for its glossy optimism. The
neighborhood’s tree-lined,
cobblestoned streets recall a
time when it felt like the center
of global culture, from the jazz
clubs of the 1920s to the bohemian artists who took a stand
here in the 1960s. The West Village feels like a movie set (filming sites for Friends and Sex and
the City still draw crowds), and
it beckons visitors to take their
time. And yes, those beautiful
streets are a little haphazard,
laid out before Manhattan’s
structured grid was established
in 1811, which is why ending up
at the corner of West Fourth and
West Tenth streets is possible.
A few of my favorite West
Village pastimes: wandering
down shaded, brownstonelined Perry, Charles, and West
11th streets; thumbing through
books at Three Lives & Company; digging into a French breakfast at Buvette; finding greeting
cards at Greenwich Letterpress;
and picking up sea-salt caramels at Varsano’s Chocolates.
Much is made by locals of the
clash between landlords and
businesses, of a disappearing
New York City. While the West
Village isn’t immune, its charm
endures. – Annie Fitzsimmons

Bring home: A small
(or big) treasure
from The Upper Rust
antiques shop.

From left: A Venice
joyride, Southern
hospitality at Leon's,
and the University
of Chicago.

Hyde Park,
Chicago

(CAR) CANNON PHOTOGRAPHY/ALAMY, (LEON'S) PETER FRANK EDWARDS/REDUX,
(UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO) RICHARD WEBER/ALAMY

VENICE,
LOS ANGELES
YES, THE BAREFOOT FREE
spirits now share Abbot Kinney
Boulevard with Tesla-driving
techies, but Venice is still
America’s coolest neighborhood.
It’s classic California, with one
arm around a surfboard and the
other pointing forever toward
the future. Gourmet food trucks
(chef Roy Choi’s Kogi Truck is
everybody’s favorite), electric
scooters, Snapchat – they all
started around here. And if
charred brussels sprouts with
bacon are on your menu, that’s us
too (Gjelina remains a rusticchic flavor pioneer). Boho? Not
exactly. But change can be delicious. – David Hochman

STAY Head north on Pacific Avenue
into neighboring Santa Monica to
the blufftop Fairmont Miramar
Hotel & Bungalows, which exudes
classic SoCal style in its 297 guest
rooms. Doubles from $599,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 dining or spa credit.

North Central,
Charleston
NOW THAT HISTORIC
Charleston’s star has risen,
many of the creative types behind the quaint South Carolina
city’s meticulously maintained
architecture, booming restaurant scene, and legions of art galleries have turned their talents
loose on its upper peninsula.
North Central, in particular,
is emerging, as chefs, designers, and architects transform
defunct early twentieth-century

storefronts into natural wine
bars, airy bakeries, craft distilleries, and coveted restaurants,
including the Southern-style
seafood joint Leon’s Fine Poultry
& Oyster Shop and French newcomer Maison. – Peggy Loftus

WHEN I WANT TO FEEL LIKE
I’m in a college town without
leaving the city, I head south to
Hyde Park, which blends brainy
diversion with good design and
racial diversity. Home to the
English-Gothic University of
Chicago, Hyde Park grew with
the World’s Fair of 1893, which
left behind the Museum of
Science and Industry. Plans for
the future Obama Presidential
Center are attracting smart new
neighbors, including modern
American restaurant Mesler and
Bibliophile, where cocktails are
named after literary classics.
– Elaine Glusac

STAY In the heart of downtown,
GO Hit three of the South’s most
charming escapes – Savannah,
Georgia; Hilton Head, South
Carolina; and Charleston – on
Tauck’s eight-day group tour.
The itinerary skews historic, but
incorporates plenty of downtime
for solo neighborhood exploration. Departures: Multiple dates,
September 6, 2019, through
October 22, 2020; from $3,690.

the 316-room Langham Chicago
occupies the top of a Mies van
der Rohe skyscraper that towers
over Lake Michigan. Doubles
from $383, including breakfast
daily and a $100 hotel credit.

TIP “For true Southern cooking,

head to Virtue Restaurant & Bar.
The fried green tomatoes are a
must.” – Agnes D’Astice, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Chicago
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LE MARAIS, PARIS
IT WAS THE PLACE DES
Vosges – the seventeenthcentury palatial gardens and
Paris’ oldest official planned
square – that drew me to Le
Marais on my first trip to the
French capital some 25 years
ago. With a little help from a
romantic, snow-filled December evening, it was love
at first sight. Set on the right
bank of the Seine, the Marais’
narrow streets wind through
the city’s third and fourth
arrondissements in a manner
that pleads for spontaneous
roaming. There are no grand,
sweeping boulevards here; the
Marais looks like Paris as it was
centuries ago, with a remarkable collection of medieval and
Renaissance-style buildings.
Before it drew the aristocrats, the Marais was a literal

swamp, and then the city’s
thirteenth-century Jewish
quarter. Paris’ oldest food market, Les Enfants Rouges, is still
open here, and after the royals
left the neighborhood following the French Revolution, the
Marais became an enclave for
bohemian artists. (Today, it’s
home to some of the city’s most
beloved museums, including the Centre Pompidou, the
Musée Picasso, and the Musée
Carnavalet.) Cool Parisians
convene in the neighborhood at
some of the city’s best craftcocktail dens, gay bars, and
vintage boutiques. Sundays are
often car-free in the Marais,
and whenever I’m back in the
city, it’s one of my favorite
places to make like a flaneur (a
passionate French wanderer)
and explore. – Kimberley Lovato

GO Dive into the Marais on Urban Adventures’ half-day private walking tour – history lessons, pastry stops, place des Vosges detours,
and winetastings are all on the agenda. Four-hour tours available daily
(except Sundays), from $100.
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Le Marais Pro Tips
Coffee order: Anything
from Boot Café, the city’s
smallest coffee shop.
Happy-hour haunt: Les Nautes
on Quai des Célestins, at the
edge of the Seine.
Bring home: A tote bag from the
sleek concept store Merci.
Clockwise from top left: A
laid-back Marais lunch, the
place des Vosges, and
accessories at Merci.

Only locals know: Le Village
Saint-Paul’s courtyards
are filled with some of the
neighborhood’s best antiques
shops and art galleries.

(WAITRESS AND SHOES) SIVAN ASKAYO, (PLACE DES VOSGES) STEVE TULLEY/ALAMY

There’s no better place to get lost.

Casa Velas

Velas Resorts in Mexico
Elegant resorts and exclusive amenities, just for you
NEW Casa Velas All-Inclusive, Adults Only ................................................................... from $1,0371
Master Suite.
Virtuoso Amenities2: Complimentary room upgrade, complimentary one-way airport transfer, 20% spa discount
or complimentary unlimited golf tee times, and early/late check-in/out.

Grand Velas Riviera Nayarit Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare™ ........................... from $1,6711
Master Pool View Suite.
Virtuoso Amenities2: Complimentary room upgrade, complimentary one-way airport transfer,
20% spa discount or free rounds of golf early/late check-in/out.

Grand Velas Riviera Maya Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare™ ............................... from $2,1221
Zen Grand Suite Nature View. Includes reduced rate.
Virtuoso Amenities2: Complimentary room upgrade, welcome bottle of mezcal3, complimentary one-way
airport transfer, personalized welcome note, $50 spa credit per day and early/late check-in/out.

Grand Velas Los Cabos Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare™ ..................................... from $2,9701
Ambassador Suite Ocean View.
Virtuoso Amenity2: Complimentary room upgrade; complimentary one-way airport transfer; $50 spa treatment
credit per person, per night; $100 resort credit for romantic experiences and early/late check-in/out.

VACATIONS INCLUDE: 5 nights’ accommodation, taxes and FREE Wi-Fi.
All-Inclusive and Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compareª resorts include all meals, drinks3,
snacks, 24-hour room service, activities and more!

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY
1

Rate is per person, based on double occupancy, for check-in on 10/10/19, in room category shown.
Applies to new bookings only. Amenities are subject to change and availability. Certain restrictions apply. Select room categories, age restrictions, minimum length of stay and advance reservations may apply for certain amenities. Please ask for details. Blackout dates
may apply.
3
Age restrictions may apply.
Unless otherwise indicated: rates quoted are accurate at time of publication, & are per person, based on double occupancy. Airfare, taxes, surcharges, gratuities, transfers & excursions are additional. Advertised rates do not include any applicable daily resort or facility
fees payable directly to the hotel at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Rates, terms, conditions, availability, itinerary, government taxes, surcharges, deposit, payment, cancellation terms/conditions & policies subject to change without
notice at any time. Cruise rates capacity controlled. Other restrictions may apply, including, but not limited to baggage limitations & fees, standby policies & fees, non-refundable tickets & change fees with pre-flight notification deadlines, & blackout dates. Fees & policies
vary among airlines. Contact airline directly for any details or questions. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for cruise & tour providers listed. CST# 1007939-10. Copyright©2019 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
2
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Coyoacán
Pro Tips
Coffee order:
Anything from the
café inside the OFCA
Centro Cultural.
Happy-hour haunt:
Mezcalero, a bar with
a great selection
of mezcal.
Instagram stop:
Plaza Santa Catarina
on Francisco Sosa,
where a yellow church
stands in a tree-filled
square adorned with
bright papel picado
(decorative paper).
Only locals know:
Tamales Chiapanecos María Geraldine,
tucked next to the
San Juan Bautista
church, is a weekend
stand with the
best tamales.

Frida Kahlo’s Casa
Azul and (inset) quiet
time in Coyoacán.

STAY On Mexico City’s Paseo de la Reforma, the Four Seasons

coyoacÁn, mexico city

Hotel, Mexico City’s 240 guest rooms are centered around
a lush courtyard. The hotel is home to Fifty Mils, one of the
city’s best bars. Doubles from $295, including breakfast daily
and one lunch or dinner for two.

THOUGH IT’S TECHNIcally part of Mexico City,
Coyoacán feels like its own little
getaway – and not just because
it’s a 25-minute drive south of
the Zócalo. The air is fresher,
the streets are calmer, and the
history is rich, dating back to
Hernán Cortés, who built his
headquarters in Coyoacán during the Spanish conquest before
declaring it the first capital of
New Spain in 1521. Almost 400
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years later, artist Frida Kahlo
was born and lived her last
days here. Her house, known as
Casa Azul, is now beautifully
preserved as a museum. The
neighborhood went on to attract
more artists and intellectuals
(including the poet Octavio Paz
and the actress Dolores del Río),
and many still reside here today.
I recently lived in Coyoacán
for a year, and, as sentimental
as it sounds, its beauty took

my breath away. After a day of
writing – often at the organic
bakery Ruta de la Seda or the
Galatea Panadería & Bistro – I’d
take some indirect route back to
our family’s apartment, only to
discover a picturesque deadend street or park I never knew
existed. Eventually, I’d end up
on the tree-lined Francisco
Sosa Avenue, where centuriesold buildings are now filled
with shops, cafés, and cultural

centers. Travelers with only one
day to explore Coyoacán should
make it a weekend one, when the
connected main plazas of Jardín
Centenario and Jardín Hidalgo
come alive: Clowns, puppeteers,
and musicians perform; vendors
sell all manner of hard-to-resist,
yet easily breakable toys; and
just-married couples emerge
from the sixteenth-century
church of San Juan Bautista.
– Brooke Porter Katz

LINDSAY LAUCKNER GUNDLOCK

Creativity and culture in Frida Kahlo’s birthplace.

THE ART OF GOING SMALL
Travel is personal. Which is why we tailor our trips to make every moment count. Our small group trips,
averaging just 24 guests, are designed for travelers who want more time to experience each destination up
close and personally. We offer 80+ small group trips throughout the world, including classic land journeys in the
Americas, Asia, Egypt, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, African safaris and exclusive private departures for
your group only. Each offers enhanced sightseeing, ease of travel and unique access, along with the freedom
and flexibility to linger longer in the places that interest you most… all part of the art of going small with Tauck.

For more information on our 2020 Small Group Departures, please contact your preferred Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

INSIDERS’
MELBOURNE
Covert bars, skyline
views, and dreamy day
trips – hoteliers and
travel-industry experts
show us around Australia’s
coastal enclave.
BY CELESTE MOURE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER TARASIUK

W

hile Sydney is
Australia’s biggest
city, Melbourne is
its sophisticated
sister. Located on
the country’s southeastern tip, the
capital of Victoria state offers a
refreshing and diverse mix of cosmopolitan culture, laid-back beach
escapes, and creative suburbs.
A single day might find visitors
shucking oysters on the beach,
learning about Aboriginal culture,
and sipping whiskey at a speakeasy
down a hidden laneway. We asked
three local hoteliers for their favorite Melbourne finds, from fine-art
collections to only-in-Australia
sporting experiences. There’s
much to do beyond city limits
too – case in point: the day-trip
itineraries on the following pages,
recommended by Virtuoso on-site
tour companies based in Australia.
(Your advisor can work with them
to customize a trip.) Anyone who
makes the long journey down
under might as well see it all.
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PHOTO CREDIT

A Melbourne cultural
institution: The National
Gallery of Victoria,
founded in 1861.
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The Everleigh. Opposite,
from top: Alfresco seafood
at Little Blue Restaurant
and Kiosk, and Matilda.

PARK HYATT MELBOURNE
ROBERT DAWSON,
GENERAL MANAGER
LOCAL BAR: The Everleigh in
Fitzroy is a classic cocktail bar
with a wonderful ambience
and great drinks – and it’s just
minutes from the hotel.

MELBOURNE’S BEST NEW
RESTAURANT: Matilda has the
freshest local produce, and the
chef cooks everything over open
flames and hot coals.
CITY THRILLS: There’s nothing like seeing the city from a
hot-air balloon.
ROOM WITH A VIEW: At the
Park Hyatt, Room 1147 is a
Terrace Suite with sweeping views of Saint Patrick’s
Cathedral, the largest Gothic
cathedral in the Southern Hemisphere. The terrace is almost as
large as the suite, which has a
fireplace in the living room.
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ROAD TRIP: Red Hill is a small
rural community in the hinterland of the Mornington Peninsula, about an hour’s drive south
of Melbourne. Explore wineries
such as Red Hill Estate and Ten
Minutes by Tractor, then have
lunch at the Jackalope hotel.
DON’T LEAVE THE HOTEL
WITHOUT: Taking our resident
canine ambassador, Mr Walker,
for an early-morning walk. A
great amenity to take home is
The Tales of Mr Walker, A Hotel
Dog with a Nose for Adventure,
which you can purchase in the
lobby. Proceeds from book sales
benefit local nonprofit Guide
Dogs Victoria.
Travelers will find the 240room Park Hyatt Melbourne in
the Central Business District
near some of the city’s most
notable sights, including Fitzroy
Gardens and Saint Patrick’s
Cathedral. Doubles from $247,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 dining credit.

PHOTO CREDIT

OFF THE BEATEN PATH: The
Little Blue Restaurant and Kiosk
at the end of St Kilda Pier has
panoramic views of Melbourne’s
city skyline and the bay area.
From the outside terrace, you
can see the fairy penguin colony
on the rocks below.

Cruising down
the coast.

DAY TRIP

(GREAT OCEAN ROAD) ALEXWISE/GETTY IMAGES

THE
GREAT
OCEAN
ROAD

“The Great Ocean Road is a popular
attraction for visitors to Victoria. It
winds a distance of about 150 miles
from Torquay to Warrnambool, but
the most scenic section is a 30-mile
stretch that’s considered one of
the most spectacular drives in the
world. It’s not just about the scenery: Stops along the way include
Bells Beach, which is the home of
Australia’s surfing culture, with rugged cliffs and big waves. There’s history too: The Split Point Lighthouse
in Aireys Inlet is credited with saving
hundreds of ships and thousands
of lives along Australia’s treacherous ‘shipwreck coast.’ There’s also
the holiday town of Lorne, a great
place to stop for fish-and-chips on
the beach before reaching the most
beautiful stretch of the drive. Monstrous cliffs rise high on one side,
with blue seas on the other, all interspersed with tranquil coves and
secluded beaches. There’s great
wildlife-watching too: You might
see wild koalas and colorful rosellas
[Australian parrots] and, on occasion, dolphins and whales. The best
way to take this trip is to drive from
Melbourne to Port Campbell, as the
road stretches along the coast, and
then return on a scenic flight over
the famous Twelve Apostles, the giant structures created in the water
by the cliff face’s erosion.” – Sujata
Raman, regional managing director,
Abercrombie & Kent Australia
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Sailboats in St Kilda
and (below) cocktails
at Eau de Vie. Opposite: The Royal
Botanic Gardens.

CROWN HOTELS
MELBOURNE
SHAUN D’CRUZ,
EXECUTIVE
MANAGER GENERAL MANAGER

BRING IT HOME: To most Victorians, the AFL [Australian
Football League] is a religion,
and that’s certainly true for my
family. For me, the perfect souvenir is a red Sherrin football,
as it symbolizes the history of
sport in Melbourne and our
love for the AFL.
GET OUTSIDE: You’ll be in awe
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, which are surrounded
by a 2.5-mile running track
affectionately known as The
Tan. Rain, hail, or shine, you’ll
always find runners, joggers,
and walkers enjoying the heart
of Melbourne.
EXPLORE HERE: I always take
out-of-towners to St Kilda,
a distinctively Melbourne
neighborhood with a little

1 14
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bit of everything: Take a walk
along the foreshore, ride the
roller coaster at Luna Park,
visit the arts and crafts market
on a Sunday morning, and finish up with a drink at the Hotel
Esplanade bar, better known to
locals as the Espy.

FROM THE CROWN TOWERS
MINIBAR: You must try Koko
Black chocolate. Handcrafted in
Melbourne, the line is filled with
unique and delicious flavors.
SPA TIME: Our Recovering
Traveller is an ideal treatment
for beating jet lag. It’s tailored
to every guest, so it can energize or help achieve a restful
night’s sleep.
Located in Melbourne’s Central Business District, the 481room Crown Towers Melbourne
is a lavish, art-deco-inspired retreat on the Yarra River. Doubles
from $255, including an upgrade
(if available) at time of booking, a
welcome bottle of Australian wine,
breakfast daily, and complimentary access for two to the Crystal
Club lounge and the Aqua Retreat
at the Crown Spa.

(VINEYARD) ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES PLUS

COCKTAIL TIME: Melburnians love bars that are tucked
away in the city’s backstreets,
and Eau de Vie is one of my
favorites. The bartenders are
exceptional, and you’ll feel as
though you’ve stumbled across
a hidden gem that takes you
back to the Roaring Twenties.

DAY TRIP

THE
YARRA
VALLEY

“The Yarra Valley has always
been one of my favorite regions
in Australia, not only because of
the wineries but because it ticks
most of the boxes: food, wine,
wildlife, and places to stay. It’s
just over an hour’s drive from the
city or 90 minutes if you want to
take the scenic route. There are
about 160 wineries, and more
than 90 of those have a cellar
door and/or a restaurant. The region is well known for its chardonnay and pinot noir, but there are
also sparkling wines – Domaine
Chandon has their own vineyards
there – and other varietals. I love
a long lunch at Oakridge Winery, with its amazing restaurant
featuring floor-to-ceiling glass and
wonderful views over their vineyard. The other reason for visiting
the region is Australia’s finest
wildlife sanctuary at Healesville.
Set on 78 acres of native bush,
it’s the next best thing to spotting
Australian wildlife in the wild. You’ll
see emus, kangaroos, koalas,
elusive platypuses, dingoes, echidnas, wombats, and a huge variety
of native birds. Southern World is
very proud to be a sponsor for the
center. You can easily spend two
or three nights in Yarra Valley.”
– David Armour, managing director, Southern World Australia

The Yarra Valley
is home to some
160 wineries.
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Mornington views.

THE LYALL HOTEL AND SPA
LUNCH STOP: Locals love Kanteen, a rustic café on the banks
of the Yarra River alongside
the Royal South Yarra Lawn
Tennis Club. It’s easily accessible by bicycle using the path
along the river.
WORTH THE HYPE: It’s hard
to beat a tour of Melbourne’s
laneways and arcades. So much
of the fabric of the city is found
behind these anonymous
doorways, where artistry and
cottage industry have helped
shape our identity.
LOCALLY MADE: Take home
anything from Aesop, the
popular plant-based, personalcare product line created
in Melbourne.
MUST-VISIT: The National
Gallery of Victoria, Australia’s

oldest public art museum, is a
dynamic cultural attraction.

ROOM WITH A VIEW: Our spacious Taittinger Suite offers two
furnished terraces, one of which
is particularly large and provides
a beautiful spot to enjoy a cocktail and watch the sunset over
the rooftops of South Yarra.
SIGNATURE DRINK: When
someone orders a glass of Champagne at the Lyall Champagne
Bar, we serve them a 200ml
bottle of Moët & Chandon and
call it a “Party for One.”
All 40 suites at this South Yarra
boutique hotel have private terraces and resemble deluxe city
apartments. Doubles from $229,
including an upgrade (if available)
at time of booking, breakfast daily,
and a $100 spa credit.

DAY TRIP

MORNINGTON
PENINSULA

“A true playground for Melburnians
and just an hour from the city, the
Mornington Peninsula offers great
food and wine, local art galleries and
markets, natural hot springs and
spas, championship golf, and picturesque beaches. You could spend
the day touring boutique regional
producers to meet makers, bakers,
farmers, fishers, and growers – all
the while sampling berries and
cheeses, honey, olives, and more. For
those who prefer a more hands-on
approach, we can arrange a true
estate-to-plate cooking and dining
experience where you meet the
owners of a local farm to forage with
them in the orchards and kitchen
gardens to cook up a delicious lunch.
You can also go horseback riding on
the beach, swim with dolphins, or
snorkel with weedy sea dragons – or
go on a coastal hike with a local indigenous elder. So much of what makes
the peninsula special is the diversity
of landscapes and experiences in
such a small region, so accessible to
Melbourne.” – Stuart Rigg, director,
Southern Crossings Australia

STAY LONGER: Extend a trip to the

A few of the 75,000
works of art at the National Gallery of Victoria.
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Mornington Peninsula with a stay
at the Jackalope hotel, a modern,
art-filled 45-room property set on
the 28-acre Willow Creek Vineyard.
Doubles from $484, including
breakfast daily, a $100 hotel credit,
and complimentary local use of the
hotel’s car service.

(MORNINGTON PENINSULA) JULIA KULESHOVA/GETTY IMAGES

ROWINA THOMAS,
HOTELIER

THE WORLD’S
FIRST HYBRID
ELECTRIC-POWERED
CRUISE SHIPS
IN ANTARCTICA
Top 7 Reasons to Book a
Hurtigruten Expedition
Cruise to Antarctica

4. MORE OPTIONS TO EXPLORE
From kayaking by icebergs or night
camping under the Antarctic sky to
photographing astounding concentrations
of wildlife, we offer more ways to connect
with your inner explorer.

1. LEADER IN POLAR CRUISES
With 125 years of know-how sailing in polar
waters, our captains and crew have deep
knowledge of navigating the waters of
Antarctica and beyond.

2. EXCELLENT EXPEDITION TEAM
Our highly-experienced and inspiring
expedition teams share their expertise of the
region’s landscapes and wildlife, ensuring
an authentic and immersive Antarctica
experience.

5. ANTARCTICA AND BEYOND
Hurtigruten offers unique itineraries to
Antarctica, along with options to combine
your expedition with explorations of South
Georgia, the Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and
the Chilean fjords.

6. COMMITMENT TO ANTARCTICA
Hurtigruten is an industry leader in
sustainability with a deep commitment to
preserving the waters of Antarctica and its
marine life.

3. YOUR BASE CAMP AT SEA
Our purpose-built expedition vessels are
specifically designed to navigate in polar
waters and will serve as a comfortable base
camp at sea for your adventure to Antarctica.

7. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
Hurtigruten’s unrivaled Antarctica
expeditions are an outstanding value that
provide an abundance of memorable and
life-affirming experiences.

A NEW ERA OF POLAR
EXPLORATION IS HERE
Launched in spring 2019,
MS Roald Amundsen is the
world’s first hybrid electric–
powered cruise ship and will
be followed by MS Fridtjof
Nansen in summer 2020.

BOOK TODAY!
Contact your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor

ANTARCTICA | ALASKA | ARCTIC CANADA & NORTHWEST PASSAGE
GREENLAND | ICELAND | NORWAY | SVALBARD

First Person

THE RHINESTONE FILES
A SINGULAR SOUVENIR SEARCH YIELDS
A JEWEL BOX OF MEMORIES.

BY JENNY B. DAVIS
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BABETH LAFON
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ABOUT A DECADE AGO, WHILE
visiting friends in Cologne, Germany, I
arrived early for a downtown lunch date,
so I decided to combine waiting with
window-shopping in the pedestrian zone near the
city’s iconic cathedral. That’s when I spotted it:
a necklace made of five long loops of teal plastic
beads and clear, faceted acrylic chunks suspended from a thick strap of bronze chain mail. I’d
never seen anything like it – I still haven’t –
and I needed it. Jewelry is kind of my thing. Not
gemstones (although I’m not opposed), but,
rather, eye-catching costume pieces that I can
wear frequently and fabulously.
There was nothing German about the necklace
from Cologne. I think it actually came from Italy.
At first, that bothered me. I felt like I should be
searching out a more Teutonic trinket – maybe a
silver stag charm or an enameled edelweiss blossom, the kind of jewelry a busty Bavarian woman
would wear with a tightly corseted dirndl. (Never
mind that Cologne is like 300 miles north of Mad
King Ludwig’s nearest castle.)
So I bought that no-provenance necklace, and it
took on the meaning I wanted it to have. I infused
it with all my best memories of that trip: meals
with friends, the sun setting behind the Rhine, and
the majesty of a cathedral more than 800 years in
the making.
I did the same with a cuff bracelet I bought in
Dubrovnik. The orange-and-black strip of traditional
Sibenik-style embroidery is imbued with memories
of walking along the city’s ancient walls and drinking
beer at a bar built into the cliffside overlooking the
Adriatic Sea (Buza Bar – you have to go). The bracelets with gumball-size wooden beads from a Beijing
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COLLECTING TRAVEL
JEWELRY BECAME
MY SUPERPOWER;
EACH VACATION
IS NOW A QUEST FOR
MY NEXT PIÈCE
DE RÉSISTANCE.
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WHERE MYTH
MEETS LUXURY
Nestled amid the lush hillside cascading down to
a private bay, the InterContinental Danang Sun
Peninsula Resort is the perfect setting to be
immersed in the myth and beauty of Vietnam.
This stunning location is also surrounded by the
unspoiled Son Tra Nature Reserve, the natural
habitat of the extremely rare Red-Shanked Douc
Langurs, known as the “Queen of the primates”.
Join our regular Wildlife Workshop with our
resident zoologist to discover Son Tra’s
marvellous biodiversity and have a chance to
meet some of the unique species on the peninsula.
Please connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor
for more information.

Live the InterContinental® life.
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Need to Know

HOW
TO
TRAVEL
BETTER
THE TRAVEL TIPS,
INSIGHT, AND ESSENTIALS
YOU NEED NOW.

Rio’s Sugarloaf cable
car: Now visa-free.

“My new favorite carry-on fragrance is
Maison Louis Marie’s No. 04 Bois de
Balincourt perfume oil – a unisex scent
with calming, not too overwhelming
notes of sandalwood, cedar, and cinnamon. The tiny bottle packs easily, and
the roller-ball applicator means you’re
not accidentally spritzing everyone
around you in the airport lounge bathroom.” $57, maisonlouismarie.com.
– Melanie Fowler, design director

5,291
The approximate amount,
in pounds, of caviar savored
by passengers last year
on Silversea’s cruise ships.
(It surely paired well with the
180,000 bottles of Champagne
they drank.)
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HEAR THEM ROAR Several
tour operators in Africa – including andBeyond, Wilderness Safaris, and Singita –
have joined forces with the
Lion Recovery Fund to launch
the Lionscape Coalition, a
philanthropic initiative that
supports lion conservation
across the continent. They’ll
fund on-the-ground organizations and educate travelers on
the importance of the species.
According to the fund, the animal’s numbers have decreased
by 50 percent in the past 25
years – there are currently just
over 20,000 in Africa.

●

● OLÁ, BRAZIL Jetting off
to Rio or São Paulo for a long
weekend just got easier. As of
mid-June, American, Canadian,

Australian, and Japanese
travelers no longer need to
pre-apply and purchase an
e-visa to visit Brazil. Interest in
the South American destination is already up as a result,
according to Auburn, New
Hampshire-based Virtuoso
travel advisor Silvana Frappier. “People traveling to other
South American countries
with a stopover in Brazil are
considering longer stays,” she
says. “Brazil is an extraordinary country, and the dollarto-Brazilian real exchange
rate is near an all-time high,
making it a favorable destination for U.S. travelers.”
● CHARGE ON The European Commission recently
announced that Visa and

Mastercard will reduce the
fees merchants pay when
travelers in Europe use
credit cards that were issued
outside the EU. Translation:
Lower interchange fees for
merchants typically mean
lower prices for consumers.
That said, if you travel often
and use a credit card that
tacks on international transaction fees, it might be worth
looking into a no-fee credit
card with a rewards system.
Joey Levy, an NYC-based Virtuoso advisor, likes the Barclaycard Platinum Cashback
Plus: “There are no fees on
spending or cash withdrawals
overseas,” he says. “Plus, you
get cash back on all spending during your first three
months with the card.”

(RIO) MIKOLAJN/GETTY IMAGES

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

WE’RE OBSESSED WITH

ASK THE ADVISORS
WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR A SUCCESSFUL GROUP VACATION?

TIP

Here’s to a harmonious hangout.

“Leave time for everyone to explore on their own.
Self-discovery is a key element to any experience.
In Costa Rica, Villa Estrella [available to book
through Villas of Distinction] is a marvelous luxury
villa for a group, with an infinity-edge pool, outdoor
dining, a game room, and a well-stocked kitchen –
it’s always a favorite with our clients.”
– Michelle Andersen, Sarasota, Florida

(DINING) ALEKSANDAR NAKIC/GETTY IMAGES, (COFFEE) GOLLY KIM/GETTY IMAGES

“When building a group-vacation itinerary, it can
be a challenge to keep everyone satisfied. Have

each person select one site or activity that’s important to them, then have everyone vote yes or
no for each selection – it becomes clear what
to include to keep the majority of the group
happy.” – Victoria Hawbecker, New York City
“It’s best to assign just one person to be in charge
of booking the accommodations, but the location
you choose should offer a variety of activities for
everyone’s interests.” – Gwen Pullman Trucco,
Lake Forest, Illinois

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
IF YOU’RE GOING TO …

JAIPUR (“Rosy on Jaipur,” page

BARCELONA (“Where We Want

VIENNA (“Into Vienna,” page 68):

46): Watch The Darjeeling Limited,
Wes Anderson’s 2007 film about
three brothers who reunite for a
train trip across India.

to Be,” page 98): Brush up on
your classic lit and read Don Quixote, Miguel de Cervantes’ 1605
tale about a knight’s whirlwind
Spanish adventure.

See the city through the eyes of
Ethan Hawke and Julie Delpy in
Richard Linklater’s characterdriven 1995 film Before Sunrise.

“Melbourne
has the best
coffee scene
around. You’ll
need to know
your order,
though: We
don’t really do
filter coffee,
and our lattes
are not as
milky as they
are in North
America. A
safe choice:
a flat white.”
– Gena Summons, Virtuoso
travel advisor,
Prahran, Australia
Read more about
Melbourne on page 110.
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Souvenir

Mexico City finds from La
Ciudadela (lion toy, God’s eye,
and papel picado banner),
Utilitario Mexicano (stamps),
and Las Garrafas (mezcal).

MEXICO CITY
Fascinating, colorful, and at once super-modern and steeped in tradition, Mexico City is an art director’s dream. Inspiring
scenes caught my eye at every turn, from the contemporary architecture at La Casa Luis Barragán to the fresh flowers pouring out of the Mercado de Jamaica. When it came time to shop, I looked for items that would remind me of the city’s vibrant
hues: from La Ciudadela craft market, stuffed toys for a friend’s newborn and God’s eye wall hangings, and wooden stamps
at Utilitario Mexicano, a minimalist design shop in the Juárez neighborhood. (Plus, of course, some of the country’s beloved
mezcal.) Everyone my husband and I met was friendly and welcoming – one local told us that Mexicans prefer to live “out loud.”
Our bright surroundings felt like the best representation of that spirit. – Korena Bolding Sinnett, associate art director

TIP:

Catch a fútbol match in the massive Azteca Stadium, which holds 87,000 people. The array of food and drink
on offer – tortas, meringue cookies, and micheladas, to name a few options – will keep even non-sports fans happy.
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THE BEST KIND OF SENSORY OVERLOAD.

Life is short.

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Death Valley National Park, California

Your time matters, and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer
Your time
matters and
youyou
deserve
the best.us
From
getaways
itineraries,
thank
for entrusting
withweekend
your travel
dreams.to longer
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.
If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

Only the Best
Virtuoso puts a premium on personalized travel. That’s why
Virtuoso travel advisors don’t just plan trips, they perk them up –
with hotel credits, complimentary room upgrades, and customized
touches to make every experience exceptional. Find one who’s
right for you in the advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

